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Pursuit of excellencePursuit of excellence
It was a small manufacturing firm specialised in making equipment for the
differently-abled people. Once it got an order to make 300 walking sticks
for the visually impaired. The sticks were made a day in advance and kept 
ready for the final QC. The QC manager sent the entire inventory back to
the paint shop. There was a tiny patch of discolouration under the handles
of the sticks and he wanted it rectified. 

The paint shop manager thought it was a frivolous error, which could be
overlooked. The QC manager did not budge and neither did the paint shop
guy who finally escalated the matter to the owner. “Am sorry for this error. But
it is just a tiny patch and the people using the stick are never even going to 
realise it since they can’t see,” the paint shop guy explained.

However, the QC guy still did not budge. “I don’t care if they see it or not. But
anything that goes through my inspection has to be absolutely flawless. Every
product leaving this factory has to be up to the mark. My job is to ensure that
and so I will not give my approval for these sticks,” he affirmed. The owner saw
the wisdom in this argument and asked the paint shop guy to re-do the job. 

Excellence is not something that we do for others. It is a conscientious 
adherence to set standards no matter what. For all those who believe in this,
we are organising the 2016 edition of our manufacturing excellence summit.
And yes, we are scaling it up to the next level by re-positioning it as the ‘Global
Manufacturing Summit’ with the theme of ‘Excel. Enhance. Expand’.

Interested? Send us an email at themachinist@wwm.co.in for delegate
registrations as well as for speaker opportunities.

I

“EXCELLENCE IS NOT SOMETHING THAT WE DO FOR
OTHERS. IT IS A CONSCIENTIOUS ADHERENCE TO SET 

STANDARDS NO MATTER WHAT.”
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THE UNION GOVERNMENT is
abiding by the target date for imple-
menting the goods and services tax 
(GST) to ensure that it is applicable
from April 1, 2017 across India, 
Minister of State for Finance, Arjun
Ram Meghwal said at an ASSOCHAM
event held in New Delhi recently.
“I can assure you that 1st April, 2017 
is the target date for implementing 
GST in India and we are abiding that
particular target and I can assure that
1st April 2017, GST will be applicable 
in the country,” said Meghwal while
inaugurating an ‘ASSOCHAM Global
Investors’ India Forum.’

He said that all the issues relating 
to the states - whether pertaining to 
the standard rate, area-based exemp-
tion, product-based exemption, slab in 
the GST rate all will be decided in the 
GST Council after detailed discussion 

with the states.
“We will deliberate the issues and 

definitely decide in the interest of the 
nation,” said Meghwal.

The Union Minister added that the 
GST is a major initiative that can take 
India’s GDP growth to double digit 
level i.e. up to 10 per cent from current
level of over seven per cent.

Highlighting that the Government 
is slowly moving towards the goal of - 
one nation, one tax, he said, “We will
consider all aspects and to promote 
ease of doing business and ensure suc-
cess of Make in India program, we can 
also consider slab related issues.”

�����������������������������������!�"�����##�$����%���&�'�(��)��*������������������
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in Global Competitiveness 
Index
THERE is some sign of convergence
in the competitiveness of the world’s 
largest emerging markets – accord-
ing to ‘The Global Competitiveness 
Report 2016-2017’ published by the 
World Economic Forum.

China, on 28, remains top among 
the BRICS grouping although another
surge by India – which climbs 16 
places to 39 – means there is now less 
of a gap between it and its peers. With
both Russia and South Africa moving 
up two places to 43 and 47 respec-
tively only Brazil is declining, falling 
six places to 81.

For the eighth consecutive year, 
Switzerland ranks as the most competi-
tive economy in the world, narrowly 
ahead of Singapore and the United 
States Following them is Netherlands
and then Germany. The former has 
climbed four places in two years.

The next two countries, Sweden 
(6) and the United Kingdom (7) both 
advance three places, with the latter’s 
GCI score being based on pre-Brexit 
data. The remaining three economies 
in the top ten; Japan (8), Hong Kong 
SAR (9) and Finland (10) all move 
backwards.

ACCORDING to the twice-a-year, South Asia Economic Focus released 
by the World Bank, India is setting the pace for South Asia as
a whole. Its economic activity is expected to accelerate to
7.7 percent in 2017, after maintaining a solid 
7.6 percent in 2016.

This performance 
is based on solid
growth contribu-
tions from con-
sumption – boosted by 
normal monsoon and civil service
pay revisions. Over the medium term,
accelerated infrastructure spending and a better 
investment climate may help increase private invest-
ment and exports.

Overall, South Asia has defied a sluggish world economy 
and solidified its lead as the fastest growing region in the world in 2016, the new 
World Bank report said. Led by solid performance in India, economic growth is
expected to gradually accelerate from 7.1 percent in 2016 to 7.3 percent in 2017. 

�1/������&�#����#����������$����2#���#�
���#��������#��������������
THE ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB) has approved $631 million in
loans and grants to develop the first key 800-km section of a planned 2,500-km-long 
East Coast Economic Corridor that will spur development on India’s eastern coast
and create seamless trade links with other parts of South and Southeast Asia.

The Visakhapatnam-Chennai Industrial Corridor section of the East Coast
Economic Corridor, connecting four economic hubs and nine industrial clusters, will
mark the first industrial corridor developed along India’s coast. The East Coast Eco-
nomic Corridor will ultimately extend from Kolkata in West Bengal in the northeast
of India to Tuticorin in Tamil Nadu near the southern-most point of the country.
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HENKEL ADHESIVES TECH-
NOLOGIES INDIA PVT LTD has 
unveiled an acoustic lab at its Pune 
Innovation Centre. This new acoustic
lab will enable Henkel India to offer 
cutting-edge solutions to meet the 
evolving and challenging requirements 
of customers in the area of Noise,
Vibration and Harshness (NVH).
Henkel India launched the acoustics
lab with ‘Henkel Innovation Day –
Acoustic & Structural’ summit for the
automotive and general industry.

Henkel’s acoustic lab is a world 
class facility with an anechoic and a 
reverberation chamber. The lab will
facilitate vehicle and component level 
testing for different applications as per 
international standards. It will also help
meet high level product validation tests 

based on customer requirements.
Henkel’s trained team of engineers 

analyze acoustic material properties of 

structures and panels to determine their
effectiveness in automotive, off-road
equipment and appliance applications.

HUAWEI has started manufacturing 
smartphones in India in collabora-
tion with Flex India. Ravi Shankar 
Prasad, Union Minister, Information & 
Technology, Law and Justice made the 
announcement at Huawei’s ‘Make in 
India’ inauguration ceremony at New 
Delhi. Starting from first week of Octo-
ber 2016, the Flex manufacturing plant 
in Chennai started to manufacture one 
of the Honor smartphones models. The 
plant has the capacity to make three 
million units by the end of 2017. In
addition, Huawei will be strengthening 
its after sales services in India with over 
200 service centers, including more 
than 30 exclusive Huawei service cent-
ers in India.

4�5���������#������������*����������6�������#����������$��������������*�������
NEXTEER Automotive, a global R
leader in intuitive motion control,
celebrated its new manufacturing plant 
in Pune, India recently. Pune takes its
place as Nexteer’s third manufactur-
ing plant in India – joining plants in

Bangalore and Gurgaon – and as the 
22nd plant within Nexteer’s global 
manufacturing footprint.

“The Pune plant is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Nexteer Automotive, 
covering an area of 35,000 square feet 

of shop floor with the capability for fu-
ture expansion of an additional 35,000 
square feet. The facility also provides 
5,700 square feet of office space,” 
Madhav Kulkarni, Managing Director 
Nexteer India, said.

$�����������������*������&�#����7���#����*��������
INDIA’S manufacturing upturn was sustained in September, as a further increase in
order books underpinned growth of output and purchasing activity. That said, rates
of expansion eased in all cases.

One area of strength was external demand, with firms noting the strongest rise
in new export orders since July 2015. The latest PMI figures also showed an inten-
sification of inflationary pressures. Both input costs and output charges increased at
quicker rates.

Posting above the crucial 50.0 threshold for the ninth consecutive month, the 
seasonally adjusted Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
– a composite single-figure indicator of manufacturing performance – highlighted
a further improvement in the health of the sector. Down from 52.6  in  August  
to  52.1  in  September,  however, the  latest  reading  indicated  that  growth  lost 
some momentum.

One   factor   contributing   to   the   slowdown in the sector was  a  softer 
increase  in  new  business inflows. Whereas improved client demand supported the
upswing in order books, growth was reportedly hampered by strong competition for
new work. Foreign new orders for Indian-manufactured goods expanded markedly 
in September, and at the quickest rate in 14 months. Panellists commented on suc-
cessful price negotiations with clients.
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Abhishek Jain, Executive Director, PPAP
Automotive Ltd speaks to The Machinist
about the company's past, present and
future.

Continuously
working
towards expansion

Please tell us about PPAP Automotives’ journey so far.
The company was originally incorporated in the year 1978
to manufacture custom made extrusion products. We com-
menced the automotive parts business in the year 1985 with
the start of production of the first Maruti cars in the Indian 
market. The firm was converted into a public limited com-
pany in 2008.

Today, we are a leading manufacturer of automotive seal-
ing systems, interior and exterior injection moulded parts. 
We are currently working with three Japanese companies for 
our technology requirements. For the sealing system we work 
with Tokai Kogyo, we have a very long and healthy relation-
ship with them, spreading over more than 25 years now. They 
own a small equity of our company and in 2012 we have also
set up another company with—them which is a joint venture 
company having equal equity partnership —
to further enhance our product range for our
customers. We have started a relationship in 
2015 with their sister company to produce 
special toolings as well.

For the interior and exterior injection
moulded products, we are working with Nis-
sen Chemitec Corporation, Japan, an Ichim-
iya Group Company. The relationship started
in 2007.

With both our technology partners, we 
continuously work to enhance the capabilities
of local operations and our endeavour is to 
provide better value of products and services
to all our customers.

Over a period of time PPAP has expanded
its customer base and today supplies parts to 
most of the passenger vehicle manufacturers 
in India viz. Suzuki, Honda, Toyota, Renault 

Nissan, Isuzu, Tata Motors, GM and Mahindra & Mahindra.
Today we manufacture over 500 different products for our
customers and continuously target to achieve zero PPM in
quality and delivery performance for all our customers.

Can you please elaborate on manufacturing capabili-
ties of PPAP Automotive?

PPAP is a leading manufacturer of automotive sealing systems, 
interior and exterior injection moulded automotive parts in 
India. The company's state-of-the-art manufacturing facili-

ties are located in Noida (UP), Greater Noida 
(UP), Chennai (Tamil Nadu) and Pathredi
(Rajasthan). All the plants are TS 16949, ISO 
14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified. All the 
facilities are equipped with the latest technol-
ogy available today for plastic extrusion as 
well as injection moulding.

The Automotive Sealing Systems are 
manufactured by the continuous Extrusion
process. The company has Extrusion lines 
which are capable of processing Engineering 
polymers like PVC, PP, TPO, TPE and TPV 
materials. The company has Co-Extrusion fa-
cilities which are capable of extruding up to
four different hardness materials into a single
profile based on the customer's requirements.

The company has injection moulding 
machines ranging from 60 to 2500 tons. We 
continuously focuses on acquiring latest tech-

“The vehicles will be
getting more fuel

efficient; the interiors
of the car will have 

more technology and 
ultimately go towards a 
connected car concept.

The government is
promoting the use 

of clean fuel cars. We 
see a strong focus on
developing Hybrid or
Electric cars by many

automobile companies, 
in the near future.”

By Swati Deshpande
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nologies like Servo controllers, Electric machines,
QMC, Magnetic platen, etc. to give a quality and
cost effective product to the customer. These ma-
chines have been sourced primarily from the lead-
ing manufacturers in the world like Toshiba, JSW,
Fanuc, Mitsubishi, Toyo, Nissei, etc. Moreover, we
have also invested in robotic assembly technology 
for the assembly of the products.

The company also has a captive tool manufac-
turing facility which caters to the in house require-
ment of all tools, fixtures, moulds and dies. Ad-
ditionally, we have EPDM rubber extrusion lines
and TPV glass run channel line in our joint venture
company. All the lines are fully automated and use
the best and most cost effective technology.

Please tell us about some of your products that are
leading the market.  

We make two kinds of products, the first kind of product
are the body sealing system. These include Outer belts, Inner
belts, Roof mouldings, Windshield moulding, Skirt air damp-
er, Trim door openings and Weatherstrip Partition. These
products are made from plastics and thermoplastics. The basic
function of all these products is to seal the vehicle from any 
water, dust, air or noise so that the passengers sitting inside the 
vehicle have a comfortable ride.

The other kinds of products that we manufacture are in-
terior and exterior injection products. These parts are meant 
for the aesthetics and for functional purpose. We make parts
like the complete inside door lining, pillar garnishes, rear tray 
assemblies, trunk linings, wheel fenders and side protectors.

Light weighting is one of the trends that can be ob-
served in the automotive industry. How do you see this 
trend getting popular in India. What new products/so-
lutions has the company introduced in this regard?

Light weighting is one of the key trends in the automotive in-
dustry and efforts are being made to make the vehicles lighter
for achieving better mileage, while retaining all safety param-
eters. The company is continuously evaluating new materi-
als as well as new design of the products to promote weight
reduction.

Kindly tell us about the exports of the company.
We are exporting our products through our customers in In-
dia like Nissan, Honda and Toyota. The countries where are
CKD parts are exported are Japan, Europe, Mexico, Brazil,
Venezuela, Argentina, Thailand, etc.

‘Make in India’ seem to have given a boost to the In-
dian manufacturing industry, which was facing a slug-
gish market environment previously. How has been last 
couple of years for your company?

We strongly believe in the manufacturing capability of the In-

dian industry. There are certain roadblocks towards it, but we
believe that the Government is working on all fronts to ensure 
that India remains a competitive manufacturing base.

In the last couple of years, our company has added two 
new facilities. One in Chennai and other one in Pathredi.
Apart from these we have added capacity in our existing facili-
ties as well. Going forward, we will continue to focus on add-
ing new manufacturing facilities depending on the require-
ments from our customers.

What new trends do you see in the Indian automotive 
industry?

The Indian automotive industry is one of the most challenging 
industries in the world. The customer expectations are changing 
and due to the easy access to internet and information, today 
the end-user is very well informed about the choices available.

This fact is driving a lot of changes in the automotive in-
dustry. The vehicles will be getting more fuel efficient; the in-
teriors of the car will have more technology and ultimately go 
towards a connected car concept. The government is promot-
ing the use of clean fuel cars. We see a strong focus on develop-
ing Hybrid or Electric cars by many automobile companies, in 
the near future.

Lastly, please tell us about your expansion plans
We are constantly working towards expanding our product 
base and our customer portfolio. Our endeavour is to provide
customers with a superior value added solution for their vehi-
cles. We are constantly interacting with the customers for new 
avenues where we can add value to them. We are also looking 
at expanding the target customer by examining opportunities 
in the Non Passenger Vehicle segment viz. LCV market, etc.

We are also investing in upgradation of technology in our
existing plants so that we can become more competitive for
our customers.

We are also adding new capacities in Chennai in order to 
service our customers in Southern India. We are also deciding 
on our strategy to set up capacities in Gujarat since the new 
Auto hub is emerging in that area.
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PVPE (Pumps, Valves and Process Equipment)
industry is one of the most important light en-
gineering industries with an approximate size of 
Rs35,000 crore (FY16). Indian PVPE industry 
caters not only to Indian market but is also a sup-
plier to the foreign markets. Over a period of time,

manufacturing products based on designs made in the devel-
oped countries, has created a perception of India being a ‘low 
cost manufacturing destination’ or ‘per kg country’ (products 
to be sold on steel content rather than the technology used).

In order to ensure growth of PVPE industry in line with the
‘Make in India’ initiative , Indian PVPE industry has to break 
free from this legacy of being mere low cost manufacturers and
move towards creating greater value for their customers through 
high technology products and drive industry growth.

Additionally, recent trends in this industry are driving the
need to provide innovative solutions. Newer applications like
submersible pumps for deep water oil extraction require so-
lutions that test the frontiers of design and technology. End
users have started to look for products that minimise total
cost of ownership, creating demand side pressure for utilising 
new-age technology—a big change from the earlier low priced 

product requirements. Also, customers are seeking solutions 
that minimise parameters like downtime and the consequent
loss of production. PVPE companies are feeling the need to
come up with innovative solutions that provide service turna-
round time guarantees along with their products.

Growth and Innovation
One of the key findings of the Global Innovation Index (GII)
2016 is that, countries that have made continuous and rapid
progress – developed economies like Sweden, Germany and 
USA, and developing economies like China – have shown a 
common pattern where innovation has remained a key pri-
ority supported by a steady flow of R&D spending. Indian

Innovation and New Product Development will be the key for Indian Pumps, Valves
and Process Equipment companies to break free from the image of being low cost 
manufacturers and improving competitiveness in the global markets, say Shripad

Ranade, Abhishek Bagwe and Donnel Peter

“There is an increasing trend of deploying predictive
maintenance in critical areas of plants – this is an
area where innovative solutions and use of digital
technology can be used to minimise break down and
thereby equipment downtime.”

Peush Mahajan, Ex Director (Technical) Engineers India Ltd.

Need to  
differentiate!
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investment in R&D is lower than the global average and it is 
placed a middling 66th on the GII ranking. It follows, that in-
itiatives of the Indian government such as ‘Make in India’ that 
targets to achieve 25 percent of GDP from manufacturing sec-
tor by 2022 has to be accompanied by suitable investment 
to boost innovation and NPD (New Product Development). 
Tata Strategic research shows that focus on innovation and
R&D and early adoption of advanced manufacturing trends
are the key characteristics of leading PVPE companies in these 
economies.

Challenges for Innovation and NPD
Tata Strategic was the knowledge partner for 
FICCI PVPE Expo 2016 where several indus-
try stalwarts discussed challenges faced by the
indusrty.  These challenges are:

Internal challenges: Most Indian PVPE 
companies don’t have an effective innovation or
NPD process. A number of companies have tak-
en efforts for bringing about incremental inno-
vation but these efforts have been requirement
based rather than as a part of product develop-
ment process. Further, Tata Strategic research
shows that very few Indian companies focus on 
the areas of basic or applied research to develop 
Intellectual Property (IP) relating to product
and process technology that will become mar-
ketable in the coming years. 

External challenges: Indian companies find
their ability to introduce new products con-
strained by the inability of their vendors to
supply the requisite input due to lack of know-
how, product gaps or even financial constraints. 
Indian companies are wary of developing new 
products due to certain long held practices of 
the end users like - end users are hesitant to
try new products of Indian companies unless 
supported with a proven track record. Further, process plant
projects continue to be awarded with a focus on minimis-
ing capital expense rather than minimising the Total Cost of 
Ownership. Consequently, companies are constrained to pro-
duce products that meet the minimum technical requirements
at the lowest possible cost.

Another challenge, especially for SMEs is the insufficient 
tax incentive for R&D for developing indigenous technology.

Imperatives to develop an ecosystem for innovation
A collaborative approach is needed by the PVPE Industry –
companies, industry bodies and central and state governments 
to develop an ecosystem for innovation and NPD in India.

Companies: Inward focus: Companies need to foster a 
mind-set for idea generation and innovation within the com-
pany by aligning their company vision and mission to being 
focussed on technology. They need to establish processes for

innovation and NPD and benchmark global companies on
the processes adopted for innovation and NPD.

Outward focus: Companies need to work jointly with end 
users, suppliers and academic institutions to carry out joint
product development projects.

Industry bodies: Industry bodies need to work towards
increasing industry-academia collaboration by establishing 
agencies like Fraunhofer Society in Germany to channelise the
knowledge from academia to applied research with practical
industrial value. They need to work with the state and central
governments to improve access to R&D funds and infrastruc-

ture by setting up sector specific research funds 
and facilities.

Government: Government initiatives like
‘Make in India’ need to be more specificity in 
their goals. E.g. cap on the maximum import
content in new projects. Many industry stal-
warts have highlighted the need for the govern-
ment to provide such end user mandates and 
incentives. Government needs to provide more
fiscal incentives to promote R&D.

Conclusion 
Innovation and NPD will be the key for Indian 
PVPE companies to break free from the image 
of being low cost manufacturers. Only then will 
they have the ability to become preferred sup-
pliers for the global markets. The central gov-
ernment has via the National Capital Goods 
Policy 2016 and other policy decisions already 
set the ball rolling for large number actions.
Now, it is up to PVPE companies to step up 
their efforts towards innovation and NPD. The 
companies need to continuously assess their
current innovation and NPD processes against 
successful global companies and institute an
improvement program in line with their strate-

gic goals. It is an imperative for Indian PVPE companies and
industry bodies to team up with the government on this front 
to yield the targeted results. 

About the authors: Shripad Ranade is Practice Head, Abhishek Bagwe 
is Engagement Manager & Donnel Peter is Associate Consultant with 
Tata Strategic Management Group

Sources
TSMG – FICCI Advanced Manufacturing Survey 2016; ‘Strategic Re-
port on Pumps, Valves & Process Equipment’ – A Tata Strategic Report 
for the FICCI PVPE Expo 2016; ‘National Capital Goods Policy 2016 
– Building India of Tomorrow’ - Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public 
Enterprises Department of Heavy Industry; ‘2016 Global R&D Funding 
Forecast – A supplement to R&D magazine’, Winter 2016 by the Indus-
trial Research Institute; The Global Innovation Index 2016 - Winning 
with Global Innovation; and data.worldbank.org/indicator

“There are only a
handful of Indian
companies that

regularly approach 
end user companies 

to showcase their
new products or 

solutions that
they have been
working on and 

to understand the
future needs that
might arise. We 

would be glad to 
collaborate more
with Indian firms
for new product 
development.”

BB Kathpalia, VP, 

Tata Chemicals
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M A R K  Y O U R  D I A R Y
A list of key events happening between November 2016 to September 2017,  

both nationally and internationally.

National 
Productivity 

Summit
November 24-26, 2016

BIEC, Bengaluru

www.imtma.in/index.
php?page=215

ProMat 2017
April 3-6, 2017

Chicago, (US)

www.promatshow.com

Hannover Messe
April 24–28, 2017

Hannover (Germany)

www.hannovermesse.de

INTEC 2017
June 1-5, 2017

Codissia Trade Fair Complex, 

Coimbatore

www.intec.codissia.com

India 
International 

Textile Machinery 
Exhibition 2016

December 3-8, 2016, 
Mumbai

http://itme2016.india-itme.com/

BAUMA CONEXPO 
India 2016

December 12-15, 

2016, 
New Delhi

www.bcindia.com

IMTEX 2017
January 26-February 
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If a company wants
consistency, continuity

and certainty with
regards to quality both

in its manufacturing
processes and the
final product then
automation is the

clear answer.

We live in demanding times. We WWmanufacture in demanding times. WWCustomers – B2B or end-users – wantWWnothing less than the best of qualities at WWcompetitive pricing. While ‘people’ are WWthe biggest strength for any organisation, WW
one major flaw that can upset any manufacturing brand’s 
quality quest is ‘human error’. Quality cannot be a one time 
achievement; neither can it keep changing. So if a company 
wants consistency, continuity and certainty with regards to
quality both in its manufacturing processes and the final 
product then automation is the clear answer. 

Better processes, better quality
The use of proper automation solutions can result in better 
manufacturing processes and better quality. Agrees Hussain
Shariyarr, Sr. VP – Operations, Godrej Appliances, Godrej & 
Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd. He says “Manual operations require a lot
of skill, training and practice to ensure the correct way to per-
form the operation. Whereas automations help achieve preci-
sion consistently. Each process contains Value Added Activities
and Non Value Added activities. Automation should be looked
at to eliminate the Non-value added activities, if not eliminate,
at least minimise.” Apparao Mallavarapu, Chairman and MD,
Centum Electronics points out that automation brings in con-

sistency, scalability and quality and with the advancement in the 
area of robotic technology which unleashes unlimited possibili-
ties of automating traditional processes giving an edge over the 
competition in the industry.

Manoj Vachhani, Chief Information Officer, Varroc Group, 
says that IoT enabled technologies like Industry 4.0 adoption 
and robotic automation will help manufacturers have full vis-
ibility of their operations and allow them to be responsive to 
information about inventory, raw material, customer demands 
and quality ensuring that opportunities for improvement are 
highlighted and action is taken. 

“It will help manufacturers save money and time and help 
them in improving product quality, customer satisfaction and
supplier relations. Use of proper automation solutions will pre-
pare Indian manufacturers for more competition and equip 
them with the necessary pace and efficiency. With increasing 
consumer demands, legislation and competitiveness in the do-
mestic market, one with proper automation solutions stand to 
win,” he says. Shariyarr emphasises that the approach of auto-
mation needs to be eliminating wastes and achieving productiv-
ity while reducing costs associated with wasted labour, rejection 
and rework and thus improving manufacturing processes and
achieving desired quality. “Non-value added activities are noth-
ing but the wastes that exist in the process. There are 7 types of 
waste-1.Over production, 2.Movement loss, 3. Excess or less 

By Niranjan Mudholkar

Quality
in 
‘auto’ 
mode
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inventory, 4.Process itself, 5.Waiting, 6.De-
fects/rejection, 7.Motion loss.”

Sameer Gandhi, MD, Omron Automa-
tion, India, believes that industrial automation
is like an ‘essential nutrient’ or the ‘life-force’ 
of a manufacturing establishment. “Every 
manufacturing set-up strives to become more
intelligent, more efficient, safer, swifter, etc. 
as it evolves from a small scale to a medium 
scale to a large enterprise. Automation is the
life force that makes it possible. It helps the
manufacturers develop better machines —
machines that are functionally innovative to 
deliver exceptional benefits to their customers
in myriad aspects such as quality, productiv-
ity, efficiency, accuracy, safety, energy saving,
durability, and above all the tasks which are 
beyond human capabilities.

Mahesh Bhangale, GM Manufacturing,
Racold Thermo, says that with automation,
output is no more dependent on operator’s
skill. “As we achieve consistency in automa-
tion, variation in the process minimises,
which results in better quality. In our compa-
ny after shifting to Robotic pipe welding, we
have achieved five times better productivity 
with rework reduction. This automation also 
helped us in achieving uniform weld penetra-
tion with good & consistent weld finish (ear-
lier which was dependent on operator’s skill).”

Vishal Nerurkar, VP – Management Sys-
tem, TÜV SÜD South Asia, points out that

Indian manufacturing is largely aligned to
global requirements and is no longer an iso-
lated manufacturing hub catering only to do-
mestic consumption. “In an emerging market 
like India that has put such a great impetus on
the ‘Make in India’ initiative, mass produc-
tion of high quality has become the primary 
motivator for applying automation. 

“Higher production rate along with in-
creased productivity, efficient use of materi-
als, better product quality, improved safety, 
and reduced turn-around time are some of 
the advantages commonly attributed to au-
tomation. Automated processes and solutions 
are simple to operate, reliable in terms of out-
put, quality, provide easy customisation and
most importantly result in cost effectiveness. 
Process automation enables enhancement of 
product quality, improve process safety there-
by ensuring efficient use of resources.”

Blending with manufacturing principles
Most production facilities follow some kind 
of manufacturing principle to bring discipline 
and standardisation to the processes. So how 
can the automated system blend with the dif-ff
ferent manufacturing principles?

Mallavarapu shares that at Centum, the 
New Product Introduction (NPI) are typi-
cally designed with modular manufacturing 
setups along with automation solutions that
are evaluated and modified to suit the lean 

Indian manufacturing is largely aligned to global requirements and is no longer an isolated manufacturing 

hub catering only to domestic consumption.

“A systematic
scrutinizing approach 
is necessary through
which the low cost 

automations or 
larger complex ones

involving huge capital
investments can be

distinguished and will 
keep delivering the 
results that they are

established for.”

Hussain Shariyarr, Sr. VP – 

Operations, Godrej Appliances,

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.

“Bringing in
automation to existing 

facility may look 
difficult at the outset 
but when compared
with the long term 

benefits, it is essential 
to transition from 

legacy manufacturing 
to the automated

processes which brings
in employee safety

and achieving business 
excellence.”

Apparao Mallavarapu, 

CMD, Centum Electronics
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manufacturing environment and creating a 
collaborative platform to improve the pro-
ductivity, yield, quality and customer satisfac-
tion. “We also typically practice Value stream
Mapping, identify MUDA thorough “TIM-
WOOD” and design automation solutions
into manufacturing and business processes
which brings in standardisation. In summary 
the road to automation has be well thought
out and finely balanced initiative keeping in
mind all the aspects of World Class Manufac-
turing (WCM) as well market trend.”

Bhangale from Racold Thermo under-
lines that automation helps to achieve single
piece flow, which reduces the WIP, hence is 
helpful for JIT. “Consistent repeatability is 
achieved with automation which reduces
variation in process & helps in abiding the 
principles of Lean Manufacturing & WCM.
To optimise the result of automation it is sug-
gested to involve lean / WCM team in design-
ing stage, who have to work on work place 
origination, ergonomics, ease of Autonomous
& preventive maintenance. We follow WCM
in our origination, hence right from design 
stage of automation we activate EEM (Early 
Equipment Maintenance) pillar of WCM
in Automation & prepare machine ledger, 
EVO, etc. EEM pillar also takes the inputs
from WO (Work place organisation), AM, 
PM & logistics pillar.”

Nerurkar of TÜV SÜD says that busi-
nesses today are looking for processes and
solutions which are simple to operate, reli-
able in terms of output, quality and flexible
to change and of course, cost effectiveness.
“Lean manufacturing or Just in Time (JIT) 
manufacturing principles are implemented to
ensure that manufacturing cycle and response
time to customers are as short as possible.
Manufacturing processes including loading,
unloading and transference to different lo-
cations are getting completely automated to
ensure that operations are balanced, output
is predictable and quality is measured online 
giving dual benefits of zero defect and lean 
manufacturing.” Shariyarr points out that
any shopfloor contains two types of flows - 
material flow and information flow. “Integra-
tion of these two flows encircles the complete
automation, which will give real time status
on product and its related data. Here automa-
tion system helps providing instant feedback 
for quick decision making.” He explains that 

on the product front, the system should track 
the components, sub-assemblies, which move 
right from the suppliers to the end consum-
ers. “This not only builds complete traceabil-
ity of the output but also helps reduce the 
throughput time. On the data front, it should 
collect all the relevant information of the 
process such as inventory levels, part quality, 
not in operation, etc. Such information will 
throw out wastes in the entire supply chain.
This feedback/real time data shall provide the 
opportunities for improvement to act upon 
and make the processes lean.”

Impact machine performance
According to Shariyarr from Godrej Appli-
ances, machine performance is built on three
major functions that are: availability rate,
production rate and quality rate. Collectively 
defined as Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
(OEE). All these parameters are interconnect-
ed and industrial automation plays a major 
role in improving it. “Automation compiles 
all machine related information and converts
it into fruitful real-time data. This is further 
analysed to respond quickly whether machine
itself is going out of parameters or product 
quality is getting deteriorated. New machine 
interfaces also provide the real time wear and 
tear information of critical machine compo-
nents, which affects productivity and quality.
This can be used for taking many preventive
actions well in advance to avoid a breakdown 
or a poor quality output. Thus automation
has reached a level where man and machine 
can interact with each other delivering value
to the organization,” he explains. Varroc’s
Vachhani says that the manufacturing in-
dustry is always looking for ways to improve
the efficiency of machines and bottlenecks in
their operations. And that’s where automa-
tion helps. “Industrial automation methods 
helps manufacturers to identify and take ac-
tions on negative factors such as unexpected
downtime, equipment malfunction, produc-
tion losses caused by shortage of resources 
and increases the overall equipment utiliza-
tion rate,” he says.

Mallavarapu points that depending on
the requirement, either the complete manu-
facturing line can be automated or the part 
of the manufacturing lines are automated. “In 
case of completely automated manufacturing 
setup, communication is controlled by the 

“Use of proper 
automation solutions

will prepare Indian
manufacturers for

more competition and 
equip them with the 
necessary pace and

efficiency.

Manoj Vachhani, 

CIO, Varroc Group

“Every manufacturing
set-up strives to 

become more
intelligent, more 

efficient, safer, swifter,
etc. as it evolves 

from a small scale to
a medium scale to 
a large enterprise.

Automation is the life 
force that makes it

possible.”

Sameer Gandhi,  MD, Omron

Automation, India
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remote console, which enables the machine-
to-operator and machine-to-machine com-
munication from the single point thereby 
avoiding the wrong handling of the machine
controls that results in reduced machine
breakdown cases. Automation systems often
comes with closed loop system in which con-
tinuous monitoring of machine health status, 
power consumption and various such param-
eters are measured against set parameters and
take preventive measures to avoid damage in a 
predefined way. This kind of fool proof meth-
od will result in extended machine life and
trouble free operation.” Racold’s Bhangale
says that we can surely improve the machine 
performance with automation, but while
designing automation we need to consider 
constrain of machine & accordingly modify 
the machine to get optimum performance. 
“In our company we have implemented au-
tomatic loading, unloading on existing weld-
ing machine. This had given us 60 percent
productivity improvement with 50 percent
manpower. But before that we had to modify 
the existing machine to suit for automation
and inter locks.”

Agility and flexibility
Manufacturing companies need to have shop 
floor agility and flexibility both in terms of 
products and processes. This involves imple-
menting changes and improvements quickly,
efficiently and cost-effectively. How is indus-
trial automation helping your organization
on this front? How does it impact quality in
this context?

Vachhani of Varroc believes that to grow 
sustainably and stay competitive manufactur-
ing companies need to have shop-floor agility 
and flexibility. “Manufacturers face challenges
in the initial stages in implementing changes
and adopting latest technologies due to pro-
cess maturity and IT savviness but usage of 
latest automation solutions helps manufac-
turers/OEMS to overcome these challenges.”
Varroc has put impetus on R&D to develop
product and process technologies over the
past few years (in air filtration systems, elec-
tronic security systems, deep hole drilling for
sodium filled and hollow engine valves, gear 
forming, digital electronic clusters to name a 
few). “Our exterior lighting systems business
has been demonstrating LED headlamps, 
matrix LED lamps, adaptive high beams and

advanced signal lighting solutions to custom-
ers in an effort to bring these niche technolo-
gies to the volume segments. Besides we are
also using IT to connect and make our busi-
ness processes leaner and more agile,” Vach-
hani shares. To bring in agility and flexibility, 
Godrej Appliances has developed a dedicated
team which focuses on the advancements in 
industrial automation and builds low cost au-
tomations to solve and improve day to day 
operational issues. This may include quick 
change-overs, deskilling operations, consist-
ency in output and quality, enhancing safety 
and so on. A separate team tracks the changes
happening in the manufacturing processes
globally which are relevant to the industry. 
These processes are adopted post validating 
the value-add it will create for the business
and end consumers without impacting en-
vironment or in some cases may even help
the environment. “We are also working on 
a pilot project to implement industry 4.0 on
our shopfloor. This, if successful, will be taken
across our entire company and will be inte-
grated with our ERP system,” shares Shariyarr
of Godrej.

Gandhi of Omron points out that the 
forte and overall capabilities of the automa-
tion partner plays a very important role here. 
“The partner should have the entire spectrum
of integrated automation solutions and the 
capabilities and right skills to keep it in sync
with the ever dynamic manufacturing envi-
ronment. It would be very helpful in not only 
looking after the flexibility requirements, per
se, but also would help the solutions provider
to live up to the expectations & demands of 
advanced and complex manufacturing envi-
ronment such as digital factories, IoT, etc.”

He further explains it with an example. In 
a typical manufacturing set up of automotive 
industry, cars of different variants and mod-
els are made on the same assembly line and
are produced in a mixed manner. Hence it’s 
extremely important that the parts of these
variants are fitted in the correct model. For
instance, in a diesel car it is extremely impor-
tant to ensure that the engine, equipment and 
the tags for diesel are fitted properly. So is the 
case with the petrol version.

Centum’s Mallavarapu says that by hav-
ing the medium scaled blocks of processes
which are likely to be common for most of 
the products across segments it is possible to 

“Many time companies 
focus on big

automation to achieve 
better results. “This

is not bad, but at the 
same time companies 
need to focus on low

cost automations 
(LCA) to get some 

incremental benefits 
and reduce MUDA, 

MURA & MURI.”

Mahesh Bhangale, 

GM Manufacturing, 

Racold Thermo

“Businesses today are 
looking for processes
and solutions which 

are simple to operate,
reliable in terms of 
output, quality and
flexible to change 
and of course, cost 

effectiveness.”

Vishal Nerurkar,

VP – Management System,

TÜV SÜD South Asia
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design, deploy and execute configurable produc-
tion lines to suit the needs of the product.
This also saves NPI time which helps 
customer to time the market and
plan strategies. 

But he also points out
that even though indus-
trial automation brings in
control of variability of 
processes, at Centum this
is much more involved
activity than it can be
visualized. The reason?
“In any high reliability 
products, substitution of 
any legacy process includ-
ing introduced automation 
goes through the rigor of 
“Qualification” which  ensures 
the Quality and reliability require-
ments are met while other aspects of 
need for automation will be part of the 
due diligence activity that will be the carried out 
at the beginning of the automation initiative.”

According to Bhangale, this depends on type of automation 
selected. “In case the automation is designed considering the 
flexibility requirement; the changes are possible to do quickly, 
efficiently and cost-effectively. In our factory while designing 
the tank welding automation we have kept the provision of 
flexibility and improvements, which allows very fast and easy 
change over, just by selecting the program.”

Nerurkar believes that businesses need proper application 
systems to control and monitor instruments. The use of PLCs 
has revolutionised the manufacturing segment. Assimilation 
and classification of collected data is one of the benefits of PLC 
which is further supplemented by SCADA (Supervisory control
and Data acquisition) which manages data collected. Togeth-
er, PLC and SCADA control and monitor the infrastructure
and facility based process of businesses and provide real time
information on the condition of equipment. With use of au-
tomation, machining centers have transformed into versatile 
production machines where selecting proper tools, fixtures and
attachments, user can produce variety of parts in small or large
batches with required quality and predictable output.”
Way ahead
Godrej Appliances’ Shariyarr underlines believes that larger 
and complex automations like integrated manufacturing lines 
should address all aspects of operational excellence such as pro-
ductivity, quality, capacity enhancement, reduction in cost of 
operations, enhancement in safety levels and should have zero 
impact on the environment. Such investments will add overall
value to all stakeholders and give a faster payback. “Thus, a sys-
tematic scrutinizing approach is necessary through which the
low cost automations or larger complex ones involving huge

capital investments can be distinguished and will
keep delivering the results that they are estab-

lished for.”
Mallavarapu concludes that bring-

ing in automation to existing facil-
ity may look difficult at the outset 

but when compared with the
long term benefits, it is essen-
tial to transition from legacy 
manufacturing to the auto-
mated processes. This enables
organizations to stay ahead 
of competition. Nerurkar
from TÜV SÜD states that 
application softwares used in

industrial automation that is
distributed on the shop floor, 

takes advantage of the flexibility 
provided by using programmable

equipment. “To put it in perspective, 
if a car manufacturer is offering a warranty 

for five years and free replacement of mod-
ern, compact and complex but very efficient engine, 

against any manufacturing defect, certainly the success can be 
attributed to industrial automation. This is only one of the sev-
eral benefits of manufacturing using industrial automation. It
enhances not only the final product quality but streamlines the
entire production chain and aids in efficient waste reduction 
and energy conservation as well.”

Gandhi summarises in the context of ‘partnership’. “If the
automation solutions provider has forged a customer centric re-
lationship as a ‘complete end-to-end solutions provider’ – work-
ing with the customer right from the stage of concept creation 
to execution to after sales support- it is very much feasible to 
implement changes swiftly, at the desired level & cost, without 
affecting the RoI, quality and other essential key performance 
indicators,” he says. Racold’s Bhangale point outs that many 
time companies focus on big automation to achieve better re-
sults. “This is not bad, but at the same time companies need to 
focus on low cost automations (LCA) to get some incremental 
benefits and reduce MUDA, MURA & MURI. Like use of 
gravity feed conveyors to reduce number of material handler,
redesigning of assembly / work bench for better utilisation of 
golden zone, line balancing, etc, shop floor re-layout to re-
duce material & multiple handling.” Vachhani from Varroc is
proud of the fact that his organisation is leading in making this 
push into the realm of Industry 4.0 adoption. “We have started
implementing this solution across all of our plants and we were 
able to see the results. Machines and systems were seamlessly 
connected on Datonis in real time for all our operational met-
rics of machine utilization, performance, quality, condition and 
energy consumption. The Industry 4.0 solutions empowered us
to plan better and improve our product quality, OEE and Ca-
pacity utilization.”
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Being innovative
and green

Godrej Appliances is one of the first refrigerator manu-
facturing companies in the country. Can you please tell 
us about the company’s journey since then? 

Godrej Appliances started its operations in the year 1958 with
the setting up of a manufacturing facility for Direct Cool re-
frigerators in Mumbai and became the first company to manu-
facture refrigerators in India. It further added Frost Free refrig-
erators to its product range by adding another plant for Frost
Free refrigerators and in-house compressor manufacturing to 
promote indigenization. In order to cater to the increased mar-
ket demand and also optimise operational cost, it expanded its
operations in the year 1996 by setting up new manufacturing 
facilities at Shirwal (Maharashtra) for washing machines and 
air conditioners, and Mohali (Punjab) for Direct Cool refrig-
erators. As the cost of operation in Mumbai was continuously 
rising, in 2005 Godrej Appliances shifted its complete manufac-
turing operations from Mumbai to Shirwal and Mohali.

This strategic initiative not only controlled the operational 
cost but also helped in increasing utilisation of both the off-site 
plants. It has truly evolved since then and made us realise what 
“Big M” is all about. Where manufacturing is not restricted
to just production but also encompasses the process of supply 
chain & suppliers, R&D and design and after sales service &
warranty. It also includes external factors such as global changes, 
environment changes, technology changes, regulatory changes
and societal changes.

The manufacturing strategy of Godrej Appliances is four
pronged: Operational excellence, Employee involvement,
Supplier development, Sustainable growth and contribution
to society. This strategy was formulated out of the learnings
of the VLFM program mentored by Prof Shoji Shiba and ex-
ecuted being part of the CII led Manufacturing Excellence
clusters. The cluster journey followed a tailor made roadmap 
and was based on Total Employee involvement, which helped
the locations transform physically and culturally, whether it be

5S, OEE improvement, inventory reduction, quality improve-
ment or space optimization. Godrej Appliances has now em-
barked on the TPM journey to strengthen and build further 
on these fundamentals.

Please tell us about Godrej’s manufacturing capability 
and capacity with regards to consumer durables.

Godrej Appliances’ manufacturing facilities at Shirwal and Mo-
hali are designed and continuously upgraded to deliver products 
of long lasting quality, latest relevant technology and style to 
suit today’s lifestyle needs and expectations. The manufactur-
ing team focuses on zero impact to environment by innovating 
and improving to ensure that Lean and Green co-exist. Today,
the plants are benchmarks for green operations and are close to
benchmarks for lean operations.

We at Appliances Manufacturing believe in continuously 
exploring what’s happening around the world in the appliance
industry. Starting with PUF in our refrigerators, the journey 
never ended. We were the first to introduce a completely green
refrigerator and an HCFC / HFC free foaming and refrigerant
material. We have been the first to introduce lokring in India-
a method used for joining sealed system joints without using 

Hussain Shariyarr, Senior Vice-
President (Operations), Godrej 
Appliances reveals the company’s
strategy in manufacturing of consumer 
durables.

“The manufacturing strategy of Godrej Appliances
is four pronged: Operational excellence, Employee 
involvement, Supplier development, Sustainable

growth and contribution to society. This strategy was
formulated out of the learnings of the VLFM program

mentored by Prof Shoji Shiba and executed being
part of the CII led Manufacturing Excellence clusters.”

Hussain Shariyarr, Senior Vice-President (Operations), 

Godrej Appliances

By Swati Deshpande
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any heat or flame. Now, practically everyone in the industry 
uses lokring. We have been first in introducing stretch hood
packing, a solution which not only saves cost but is environ-
ment-friendly. 

Godrej Appliances has made strategic investments in key 
manufacturing processes to adopt latest technologies that offer
high process capabilities, improved fit, feel, finish and provide 
flexibility of operation. E.g. ITW Gema system for Powder
coating, QS Metal lines for side panels and doors, QS pressure 
thermoforming machines for plastic sheets, Cannon and QS 
PU foaming machines. Investments are also planned to support
manufacturing of new products like Multi door refrigerators, 
chest freezers and medical refrigerators. With an annual man-
ufacturing capacity of 30 lakh refrigerators, 4.5 lakh washing 
machines, 2 lakh air conditioners and 23 lakh compressors, the 
plants are equipped to support customer demand even in peak 
season. To counter the seasonal demand of product categories 
the plants are moving towards multi- product manufacturing 
at both locations.

The company has emphasis on “green manufacturing”.
Can you please tell us more about it?

To ensure sustainable growth, Godrej Appliances has adopted
CII’s Mission on Sustainable Growth as the guiding principles.
Targets are taken on all the commandments of Mission on Sus-
tainable Growth, which are in most cases more stringent than 
company level targets. These include energy efficiency and use 
of renewable energy, water conservation, greenhouse gas reduc-
tion, material conservation and waste manage-
ment, green supply chain, product stewardship
and life cycle assessment of products.

 Our Good & Green activities in achieving ex-
cellence in sustainability emphasise our approach 
that Lean can be Green and Green can be Lean,

term strategy for short term gains.
-

ternal environment but includes the external
environment.

-
provement  Godrej Appliances achievements 
in Green, 

consumption of fossil fuels and Zero SO2
emission.

Reduce, Reuse & Recycle is applied to all type 
of wastes.

and has a water body to collect rain water
-

sumption

total energy used for the plant operations

Both manufacturing locations of Godrej Appliances are oa-
ses of green and heaven of flora and fauna. The Plant teams
have been constantly working on enriching the biodiversity at
the locations by creating green areas, water bodies and planting 
trees and shrubs.

Apart from a variety of seasonal wild vegetation growth, the
campus at the manufacturing site is home to more than 1000
trees and shrubs, out of which more than 95 percent are native
& adoptive species. We also have in our campus, few resident 
wild animals, butterflies, reptiles and amphibians.

The manufacturing unit has won Platinum GreenCo 
certification from CII-Green Business Centre. Please 
tell us more about it. What is GreenCo Rating?

CII works to create & sustain environment conducive to the
growth of industry in India. CII initiated the voluntary pro-
gramme “Mission on Sustainable Growth “, and sought  volun-
tary commitments for reducing consumption of  energy , wa-
ter and other natural resources . More than 450 organisations 
joined this voluntary commitment. This initiated a demand 
from companies to formulate a system to evaluate the actual
performance on the Green front & companies pursuing ecolog-
ically sustainable growth. This led to the birth of the GreenCo
rating system. The Green Rating System for companies encour-
ages a performance based approach. It provides guidance to 
businesses on how to implement Green strategies.

Godrej Appliances’ Shirwal plant embarked upon its 
GreenCo journey in August 2013. The journey gained momen-
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tum and in barely two months, the entire documentation was 
complete and offered for assessment. With all its past efforts
taken on the green front, Godrej Appliances easily achieved the 
Gold rating in the first attempt. Godrej, however, did not stop
its journey here but went on to get the platinum in another six 
months. This achievement gave Godrej the unique distinction
of becoming the first factory and company in India to get the 
Platinum rating. Horizontal deployment of all the learning of 
Shirwal plant at Mohali plant, made them achieve the Platinum 
rating in the first attempt itself.

Godrej Appliances has launched range of ‘green prod-
ucts” including air-conditioners, refrigerators, etc. Can
you please tell us about these products?

The company has moved from strength to strength when it
comes to Green technology and has set a number of bench-
marks for the industry including the launch of the first green re-
frigerator in India (2002), the first inverter AC in India (2005),
the first 5 star range of DC refrigerators (2008), first green AC
in the world (2012), the first refrigerator with 6 Star Perfor-
mance (2012) and India’s first ACs with 7-star performance.

Some of the green products from Godrej Appliances are: 
Refrigerators:
Godrej Appliances became the first and only company in India 
to manufacture 100 percent CFC, HCFC and HFC- free re-
frigerators  way back in 2002.
Direct Cool: In the Direct Cool segment, which comprises 70 
percent of the market, Godrej Appliances boasts of the Godrej 
Edge Pro Refrigerator, offering 6 star performance across pa-
rameters like Maximum Energy efficiency (15 percent more
energy efficient than other 5 Star Refrigerators in its class),
Maximum Space (44 percent more vegetable space than other 5

Star Refrigerators in its class) and Faster Ice Making (50 percent
faster) as compared to any other refrigerators in a similar seg-
ment. GODREJ EDGE PRO REFRIGERATOR is the undis-
puted leader in its segment. 
Frost Free: Godrej Appliances’ energy efficient refrigerators
promise best-in-class cooling with the best in class features like
Stay Cool technology for cooling retention despite power cuts,
i-Fresh technology for advanced freshness and best-in-class en-
ergy efficiency . Godrej refrigerators are not only green because
of the environment-friendly refrigerant, but also significantly 
energy efficient. Godrej Appliances are the only ones in the in-
dustry who boast of 100% Green range of refrigerators.

Godrej Appliances has recently launched an entire range of 
4-star rated energy efficient frost free refrigerators and as per the
current energy efficiency regime, they have the largest range of 
these energy efficient models.
ACs: Godrej is the first brand in the world to manufacture ACs 
with green gases. Their green balance ACs have zero Ozone
Depletion Potential and Global Warming Potential of only 3
which is lowest in the industry. The Green Balance range of 
ACs make use of the greenest refrigerant R290 and have been
awarded with the coveted India Design Mark award as well as
the internationally acclaimed Good Design award by Japan In-
stitute of Design Promotion.

 What expansion plans does the company have in the
pipeline? 

Two new manufacturing sheds are being constructed, one at 
each location. This will be to expand our washing machine and
Air conditioner manufacturing capacities. Also to expand in 
new categories like medical refrigerator, deep freezers and big 
capacities refrigerators. We are also expanding our compressor 
manufacturing capacities. 
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My recent trip to a Gulf country was full
of surprises. And they were indeed pleas-
ant ones! For starters, imagine a nation
(in that region!), which started women’s
education way back in the 1920s. And
as a result, women not only take up im-

portant government and corporate jobs but also drive cars 
wearing trendy western outfits! Well, if you aren’t interested 
in social history or feminism, then how about an international
economic agreement like signing of the Gulf ’s first Free Trade
Agreement with the United States? Or how about a sports
highlight like hosting of Middle East’s first ever Formula 1 
Grand Prix? Interesting? Read on. 

The country I am talking about is all of the above and also
the first country in the region to implement the privatisation
law and also becoming the first country in the Arab world to 
fully liberalise its telecom industry? It serves as the gateway to
the entire gulf market, which includes just half an hour’s drive 
to GCC’s biggest economy. It also has an International Invest-
ment Park that offers Zero corporate tax over a guaranteed pe-
riod with 100 percent foreign ownership and duty free access to
GCC and 10 other Arab country markets as well as duty free
imports of raw materials and equipment. Well, we are talking 
about the Kingdom of Bahrain, a small but progressive and lib-
eral nation in the Gulf region.

Tradition of openness
Incidentally, the relationship between India and Bahrain is more 
than 5,000 years old, dating back to the Indus Valley civilisation
when Bahrain was the hub of the Dilmun culture. Importantly,
the association between the two countries has been quite friend-
ly throughout and both nations have been engaged in business 
give and take as well as cultural exchange. In fact, Bahrain has 
served as an economic trade post connecting the Western and
the Eastern halves of Asia throughout its history; a role it is very 
well positioned to play even today. 

Unlike many other countries in the region, Bahrain’s eco-
nomic progress has been built on a tradition of openness. As

By Niranjan Mudholkar

Kingdom of Opportunities!
Bahrain is a splendid investment destination to establish manufacturing and trading 
bases for companies looking to spread their wings in the Gulf region, according to
that country’s Economic Development Board. The Machinist takes a quick trip to the
country to find out more.

Window to future. The modern Bahrain seen through a 

small opening in the wall of the ancient Bahrain Fort.

Bahrain – A bird’s eye view

Capital: Manama
Head of State: H.M. King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa 
Population: 1.3 million (approximately 50 percent
expatriates)
Area: 770 sq km (comparable to Singapore)
Languages: Arabic, English (used as business language)
Currency: Bahraini Dinar (BD) ($ 1 = 0.38BD)
Time zone: GMT+3
Religion: Islam (85 percent, state religion). Christians,
Hindus, Jews and other minorities enjoy freedom of 
religion
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an established hub for trade and investment, Bahrain has been
a regional pioneer in a number of areas ranging from trading 
through oil exploration to finance and education. It is these at-
tributes that allow the modern day Bahrain to blend its edu-
cated national labour force with a diversified economy and a 
high degree of integration in global commerce.

“A key driver of Bahrain’s growth is its favourable business
environment. This country offers a unified jurisdiction with a 
tried and tested legal and regulatory environment, and minimal
restrictions on foreign investment and ownership,” said Husain
Rajab, Executive Director of Manufacturing and Logistics, Bah-
rain Economic Development Board (EDB), whom I met dur-
ing the trip.

“The Kingdom has one of the lowest operating costs and 
taxation systems in the region, and enjoys a reputation as the 
“Gateway to the Gulf”, with the best market access to the
economies of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), compris-
ing the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and
the United Arab Emirates (UAE), a market which is valued at
approximately US$1.5 trillion, and could reach US$2 trillion
by 2020. Bahrain also has an established financial services sector
with more than four decades of experience,” Rajab added.

Excellent connectivity
The Kingdom’s strategic location provides the best access to the
Gulf, with excellent regional transport links by road, sea, and
air. Bahrain is connected by a 25km causeway to Saudi Arabia.
A causeway is also due to be built linking Bahrain to Qatar.

Not many of us would know that the first flight of Con-
corde on January 21, 1976, was actually from London to Bah-

rain. Today, the Bahrain International Airport (BIA) hosts over
40 international airlines (including cargo and charter flights),
is connected to over 50 international destinations and serves 9
million passengers annually. Established in 2008, the Bahrain
Airport Company (BAC) is currently working on war footing 
to expand the BIA to accommodate future growth. “The airport
is currently undergoing a significant modernisation project, up-
grading existing facilities and expanding by building new ones.
Construction is underway on a new terminal, scheduled for
completion in 2019, which will dramatically improve the air-
port’s capacity to 14 million passengers a year,” said Mohamed
Yousif Al-Binfalah, CEO, BAC. 

Located just 13 km from Bahrain International Airport is the 
Khalifa Bin Salman Port in Hidd. The Port, which started opera-
tions in April 2009, offers services to shipping lines, freight-for-
warders and beneficial cargo owners facilitating growth for the 
local economy and enhancing supply chains for the Northern
Gulf. The port’s tonnage throughput was estimated at 18.2 per-
cent in 2015 and was forecasted at 11.6 percent in 2016, with
average annual growth of 11.7 percent between 2015 and 2019.
It features channel depth of 14 metres - dredging is currently un-
derway to deepen the channel approach to 15 metres and a berth
depth of 15 metres. The Khalifa bin Salman Port is operated by 
APM Terminals Bahrain, which has a 25 year concession, and
oversees the management and operations of the port.

Thanks to this superb connectivity network, Bahrain pro-
vides excellent accessibility to the Gulf and the wider MENA 
region, which are some of the world’s most important economic 
blocks. The GCC’s economy is worth more than $1.5 trillion 
and is projected to reach $2 trillion by 2020. In recent years 
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JBF facility at the BIIP
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member states have taken greater advantage of the opportuni-
ties the GCC alliance creates. Bahrain is a major beneficiary 
and will continue to benefit from further trade and business
integration efforts.

Bahrain International Investment Park
To attract international companies to set up their manufactur-
ing and trading bases in the country, the Bahrain International 
Investment Park (BIIP) was created in 2006. This 247-hectare 
business park has excellent connectivity and access to both
the Bahrain International Airport and the new Shaikh Khalifa 
Sea Port. Some of the companies operating successfully at the 
BIIP include Mondelez (formerly Kraft Foods), MTQ Cor-
poration, BASF, Siemens, Reckitt Benckiser, Al Jazeera Sweets
Factory as well as India based companies like JBF, Chemco 
and Ion Exchange. 

The success of BIIP is due to concessions like Zero corporate
tax over a guaranteed period, 100 percent foreign ownership
and duty imports of raw materials and equipment. According to 
Gerry Sharky, Marketing Manager, BIIP, “BIIP also offers duty 
free access to GCC and 10 other Arab country markets. This is
a significant advantage over free zones in the region which are 
subject to import duties once the product leaves the free zone.
As BIIP is an integral part of the GCC there is no customs duty 

to be paid for transfer within the GCC.” Sharky also added that
business costs at BIIP (and overall in Bahrain) are low by region-
al standards and importantly, there are no labour recruitment 
restrictions for the first five years. BIIP will ultimately house 
over 70 companies.

As pointed out by Dr Jarmo Kotilaine, Chief Economist 
and Executive Director of Strategy and Planning, Bahrain EDB, 
Bahrain is not blessed with the same abundance of oil as other 
countries in the region and it knows this fact quite well. “So it 
has to think harder, and work smarter than its rivals. It does this 
by providing a business friendly environment where infrastruc-
ture and utilities are world class, skills development is facilitated
through the education system and training institutions (like
Tamkeen), access is made easy and Government work together
to deliver and make it easier for new businesses in the country in 
a practical and day-to-day manner,”  Dr Kotilaine added. 

Today, several Indian large enterprises as well as entrepre-
neur drive organisations are looking to expand their operations
overseas. For those looking to spread their wings in the Gulf 
region while also keeping an eye on the west, Bahrain could be
a good option.  

The Editor travelled to Bahrain on invitation from the Bahrain Eco-
nomic Development Board (EDB)

Economic Diversity  

While it was the first amongst the GCC member states to discover oil, the
Kingdom of Bahrain was also the first Gulf economy to diversify away from
oil as its primary driver of economic growth. Although, it still continues to 
enjoy a strong income from oil, Bahrain also has a diverse economy where the 
upstream hydrocarbons sector now accounts for less than 21 percent of real
GDP. Other sectors of comparable importance include financial services and
manufacturing, which is increasingly driven by downstream investments. The 
value of non-oil exports in Bahrain has increased by 12 percent since 2010;
with the export bundle being dominated by base metals and articles of base
metals; accounting for over 50 percent of total export value. In 2015, growth 
was particularly strong in construction, private education and health care, and
the tourism sector of the economy.

“Bahrain provides a business
friendly environment where
infrastructure and utilities are 
world class, skills development
is facilitated through the
education system and training 
institutions, access is made easy
and Government work together 
to deliver and make it easier for
new businesses in the country in a
practical and day-to-day manner.”
Dr Jarmo Kotilaine, Chief Economist and

Executive Director of Strategy and Planning, 

Bahrain EDB

Indicator 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016f 2017f

Real GDP growth ( %) 3.6 % 5.3 % 4.5 % 2.9 % 2.9 % 2.7 %

Non-hydrocarbons sector 6.9 % 3.0 % 4.9 % 3.9 % 3.5 % 3.2 %

Hydrocarbons sector -8.5 % 15.3 % 3.0 % -0.9 % 0.5 % 0.5 %

Nominal GDP growth,  % 4.1 % 8.4 % 3.0 % -4.8 % 5.7 % 9.6 %

Inflation (CPI  %) 2.8 % 3.2 % 2.8 % 1.8 % 4.8 % 2.7 %

Current account ( % of GDP) 7.3 % 7.8 % 7.7 %f -0.2 % -2.7 % 1.2 %

Fiscal balance ( % of GDP) -2.0 % -3.3 % -3.6 % -11.9 % -10.1 % -7.0 %

Oil price in USD (Arabian
Medium)

109.9 106.4 96.0 50.0 45.0 60.0

General Economic indicators

f = forecast
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Manufacturing is a competitive industry 
and has been a major economic driver for
many developing economies across the
world. Although India enjoys a favourable
demographic and geographic position, its
manufacturing industry has been close to

stagnant for the last two decades. With reference to ‘Make In
India’, the government realises that to become a manufacturing 
hub, it will require several planned reforms to simplify manu-
facturing in India. The implementation of 
the Goods and Services Tax (GST) will set
off a transformational shift for a complex 
multi-layered indirect taxation system to a 
cohesive indirect taxation system.  

The proposed GST has included vari-
ous central (Excise Duty, Additional Ex-
cise Duty, service tax, Countervailing or
Additional Customs Duty, Special Addi-
tional Duty of Customs, etc.), as well as 
state-level indirect taxes (VAT/sales tax,
purchase tax, entertainment tax, luxury 
tax, octroi, entry tax, etc). While the cost 
of production trims down, every busi-
ness will still face the challenge of creating 
incremental value of the customers. All 
major business dynamics will have to be
thoroughly analysed to assess the impact 
of GST on business.

Improved working capital
Working capital is one of the significant factors for manufac-
turing sector and as per the GST announcement; stock trans-
fers are deemed supply and are subject to GST. Although GST
paid at this stage would be available as credit, realisation of 
this GST would only occur when the final supply is conclud-
ed. This is likely to result in cash flow blockages and therefore
companies would have to rethink their supply chain manage-
ment strategies to minimise this impact on their cash flows.

Under the present Indirect Tax re-
gime, only excise duty is paid on branch/
stock transfers at the time of clearance of 
finished goods from manufacturing unit 
and the VAT/CST is liable to be paid at 
the time of the sale of goods. But under
GST regime the Integrated Goods and 
Service Tax (IGST) is levied, which would 
be divided in Central Goods and Service 
Tax (CGST) and State Goods and Ser-
vice Tax (SGST) on all inter-state branch/
stock transfers. The rate of IGST would 
be higher than the prevailing excise duty 
since it will be the combination of CGST
and SGST. This will create adverse impact
on cash flow since till the time of supply 
of goods to customer the IGST paid at the 
time of interstate stock transfer will get 
blocked.

WWWiiiittthhhh GGGooooooddss and SSeeerrrvvvvviiiiicceeeeeesssssss TTTTTTTTaaaaaxx (GSSTTT)))) iiiinnnntttoo tthee ppiiccttuurree,, tttthhhee mmaannufaccttuurriinngg sseeecctttoooorrrr  wwwwiiiiilllllllll 
hhaave ttoo tthhiinnk fffrrrrooomm aa ddddiiiffffffffeeeerrreeeennnttt perrssspppeeeccctttiiiiivvee aas far aass fifinnannccceeess aare concerned. Here is an 
overview off iimmppaacctt tthhhhaattt ttthhheee GGGSSTT mmaayy hhaave on the mannuuffaacturing industry. 

By Kaustubh Roplekar

With reference to ‘Make 
In India’, the government 
realises that to become 
a manufacturing hub, 
it will require several

planned reforms to simplify
manufacturing in India. 
The implementation of 
the Goods and Services 
Tax (GST) will set off a

transformational shift for 
a complex multi-layered 

indirect taxation system to
a cohesive indirect taxation 

system. 
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Hassle-free supply of goods
As per the existing indirect tax regime free
supply of goods are not subject to VAT. 
The Model GST Law further instructs that
specific transactions without consideration
would also be treated as supplies. There-
fore, GST might be applicable to free sam-
ples, leading to rise in overall costs.

This will impact the sales and market-
ing cost of companies which are following 
the system of free samples or free supply 
scheme such as buy ten quantity and get 
one free, warranty replacement free of 
cost, logistics damage replacement, etc. 
The net impact will therefore be the dif-ff
ference between the existing Excise duty 
which is currently paid on free units and
the GST payable under the GST regime.

Restructuring of Supply chain 
Transition to GST should hopefully result in such decisions 
being taken to optimise business efficiency. For example, at
present warehousing choices in different States/ between is 
often based on arbitrage between VAT rates and CST rates. 
With the initiation of GST, it is expected that such ware-

housing and logistics decision would be
based on costs and location advantages
with reference to key customers. GST 
is a tax on the supply of goods and ser-
vices, right from the manufacturer to the
consumer and input credit of taxes paid 
at each stage will be available in the sub-
sequent supply stage. This makes GST a 
tax only on value addition at each supply 
stage. Hence, the final consumer will bear
only the GST charged by the last dealer
in the supply chain with input tax benefits 
at all the previous stages. In view of the 
system of seamless tax-credits throughout
the value-chain and across boundaries of 
States, there would not be any cascading 
effect of taxes. Hence in GST regime the
prevailing CST paid on interstate sale will
get eliminated. The decision making fac-
tors for warehousing choices would be 
purely based on service levels the company 

wants to achieve, distances between demand and supply cen-
tres, ensuring minimum of inter depot transfers versus the cost 
of having & managing the warehouse.

The Author is the CFO of Racold Thermo Pvt Ltd

GST will convert entire India
into a unified common 

market. GST is a tax on the 
supply of goods and services,
right from the manufacturer
to the consumer and input 
credit of taxes paid at each

stage will be available in the
subsequent supply stage.
This makes GST a tax only
on value addition at each 
supply stage. Hence, the

final consumer will bear only 
the GST charged by the last
dealer in the supply chain

with input tax benefits at all
the previous stages.
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GCPA: A grand success

In the current trends of light-weighting and cost reduc-
tion, plastics play an important role in the automotive
industry. On this background, Worldwide Media re-
cently concluded first of its kind of an event — The
Economic Times Polymers Global Conference on Plas-
tics in Automotive (GCPA). The one day conference, 

which was held at The Westin, Mumbai, focused on the vari-
ous applications of plastics in automotive.  

Inauguration
The event was inaugurated by Rajan Wadhera, President & 
Chief Executive – Truck, Construction Equipment & Power 
Train Business, Head – Mahindra Research Valley; Member 
of the Group Executive Board, Automotive Farm Equipment 
Sectors, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd and President – Auto-
motive Research Association of India (ARAI), Ajay Durrani, 
Country President, India and MD, Covestro (India), Antony 
Kurian, MD, igus India, and Vishal Agrwal, President, Yudo
Hot Runner India and Yudo Suns. Later, the Welcome Note
was delivered by Ajay Durrani. While welcoming delegates, 
Durrani said, one cannot ignore the contribution of plastics to
the automotive industry. He further added that “In the days

to come, the vision of the industry should be delivering smart 
solutions while making the wold a brighter place to live in.”

In the keynote address, Wadhera highlighted the jour-
ney of plastics in the automotive industry over the period of 
4-5 decades. “Apart from being light in weight, plastic has
numerous other advantages as well. It is extremely customer-
friendly as it is odourless, has great visual appeal and there is 
no problem of any kind of emission,” he continued. Wadhera 
further mentioned that “Along with customers, engineers are 
also delighted to work with it as the material helps them re-
duce the weight by 30 percent and cost by the similar number.
Moreover, it is consistent and reliable material. It possesses the 
features to replace steel and high-strength steel in some areas.”

CEO Panel Discussion
One of the interesting sessions at GCPA was the CEO Panel
Discussion, which discussed about the challenges and op-
portunities in the auto component industry with regard to 
plastic. Ajay Durrani, along with Dr. Madhu Ranjan, MD, 
ElringKlinger Automotive Components India Pvt. Ltd.; RK 
Sharma, Co-Founder & MD, Daejung India; B.P. Shiv, Chief 
Marketing & Programs Officer, Plastic Omnium Auto Exteri-

The conference which aimed at highlighting the opportunities and challenges in 
the area of plastics in automotive was attended by who’s who of the industry. Here 
is an overview of the event.

By Swati Deshpande
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ors India and Amit Kavrie, Executive Director, Supreme Treon 
participated in the discussion moderated by Editor Niranjan
Mudholkar.

Durrani said, “OEMS at the global level are struggling on
the topic of sustainability. We are living on borrowed resourc-
es. How much we are ready to give it back to the environment
is the question. Considering this, topics like weight reduction,
energy efficiency are going to be very important in the future. 
We can be compatible yet sustainable. All we need to do is
start thinking from this point of view to find solutions.” 

Seconding the same, Dr. Ranjan added that, “In view of 
strict regulations that we all have to adhere to such as Euro 6, 
light-weighting plays an important role in the automotive in-
dustry. To progress in this direction, we need to achieve drastic 
weight reduction and plastic is the answer to this challenge. In
short, going ahead plastic is the future.” For enabling weight
reduction, what companies need to have is a right technology.

According to Shiv, “There are several technologies available
globally for using plastics in the automotive industry. How-
ever, cost is an important factor in bringing these to India.
Hence, such technologies have to be brought in country with
some optimisation and localisation. So that, products made
out of it are cost effective. Such optimisations will help OEMs 
upgrade their products to global level at affordable cost.”

In such scenario, supply chain as well plays a big role. 
Speaking on the same, Kavrie noted, “When it comes to the
supply chain, we are a unique country and need unique solu-
tions. We cannot copy paste from the world. Right from our 
solutions, material partners, engineers and also competence
has to be local. It has to be Made for in India and Made for
India. It is very important for the success of the industry.” In 
the process of offering light, cost effective solutions to the cus-
tomer, what is more important is to understand the customer’s 
needs.

Speaking on this, Sharma mentioned, “In this era where 
product lifecycle is shortening and upgrades are happening 
quickly, there is a great opportunity for Tier II industry to
adapt new technology, learn material and the processes and
graduate to next level. At Tier II level you have the obligation

to provide full service support to your immediate customer.”

Key takeaways 
Two panel discussions threw light on light-weighting and use 
of plastics in vehicle exteriors and also touched upon various
opportunities and challenges in the respective areas. Sandeep 
Waykole, Program Director India, Faurecia Interior Systems
India Pvt. Ltd.; Vasanth Kamath, VP, Development, Brose In-
dia Automotive Systems Pvt Ltd.; Harish Iyyer, DGM, Prod-
uct Development, Chassis Systems, ZF India; Ravishankar S,
GM (Product development), Ashok Leyland Technical Cen-
tre; Antony Kurian, MD, igus India, Divakar Gokhale, Head-
Business Development–BU-PCS, Covestro India discussed 
on various aspects of correlation between plastics and light-
weighting. On the other hand, B. Thej Kumar, GM, - Prod-
uct Development and Quality, Toyoda Gosei South India Pvt. 
Ltd.; Sachin Awatade, Sr. Tech. Specialist - Advanced Poly-
mers, Asia Technology Innovation Center, John Deere India 
Pvt. Ltd. and Kumar Iyer, Head-Commercial operations–BU-
CAS, Covestro India participated in the panel discussion on
plastics in vehicle exteriors. 

Additionally, Syamal Adhikari, Head - Materials Technol-
ogy & Test Labs, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd (Automotive 
& Farm Equipment Sectors) presented a case study on Role
of Plastics in Vehicle Interior. Rajeev Sharma, Head Proto
Manufacturing Factory & Tool Room, Global Centre for In-
novation and Technology, Hero MotoCorp Ltd presented his 
thoughts on Additive Manufacturing techniques.

The conference also witnessed information on the avail-
able solutions in the market. Doing exactly the same, Suresh 
V. Market Development Manager, Covestro India highlighted
various solutions that the company offers for the automotive 
industry. On the other hand, Deepak Paul, Sales Manager, 
igus India, informed the audience about offerings from igus. 
Vishal Agarwal, President, Yudo Hot Runner India Pvt. Ltd.
and Yudo Suns Pvt. Ltd. presented various case studies about
successful use of hot runners in the challenging situations. In 
all, with the presence of over 200 delegates, the maiden edi-
tion of GCPA was a great success.
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qquuuuuuaalliiitttyyyy...

Professional deep-sea divers need to know a thing 
or two about technology and engineering, but
they’re not usually required to know how to run
CNC machine tools. The founders of Italian dive 
equipment manufacturing company, Subspec Srl,
have taught themselves all they need to know 

to make parts for some of the best and most innovative
commercial dive systems available. “My friend, Ciro Caiazzo,
and I started the company in 2012,” says MD David Marzi. 
“We were both commercial divers working around the world
in the oil and gas industry. We had an idea for a gas reclaim
valve – we felt the industry generally was slow to develop and
adopt new technology, so we thought we’d design, make, and
patent the product ourselves.” 

During lengthy, deep dives, professional divers use very 
large amounts of breathing gas mix. A gas reclaim system re-
covers helium – an expensive constituent of breathing gas that
would otherwise be vented and lost to the atmosphere. A gas 
reclaim valve is a critical component of the gas reclaim system,
and is subject to high rates of wear and corrosion. The respon-
sibility for running Subspec’s CNC machining operations falls
to Technical Director Ciro Caizzo, “Our main machine is a 
Haas VM-2 mould maker. Our products – typically valves –
are critical features, and can mean the difference between life
and death if they don’t work flawlessly and reliably. We wanted
to be 100 percent sure the parts were made to our standards,
and to eliminate the possibility of quality issues. That’s why 
we bought the Haas machine – so we could take control and 
do all the critical machining in-house. Most of the parts we

make are stainless steel, and tolerances are tight; 0.02 mm is
common for an O-ring seat. The VM-2 table has a grid of 
T-slots in X and Y, which gives us flexibility for holding all
the different sizes and shapes of parts we machine. We also 
do our own laser welding in-house.” These days, Subspec is a 
world-leader in bespoke subsea diving systems, and has close
ties and partnerships with various other organisations, includ-
ing neighbouring firm, Drass Srl, which manufacturers the
full gas reclaim system in which the Subspec valve is used, as
well as complete hyperbaric chambers, and other systems used 
by commercial saturation divers.

“We make all the fittings and valves for the chambers, and 
the diver monitoring and safety systems built by Drass,” says
David. “For example, a complete hyperbaric chamber might
cost a customer around €2 million. The parts we make could
easily constitute €350,000 or more of that total cost. Being next
door to Drass has helped our working relationship enormously. 
In fact, we’re now invested as a partner of the company.”

Subspec is on a roll: “We’re planning to open a UK of-ff
fice, and we have lots of ideas for new products,” says David.
“Perhaps the most exciting is the full diving helmet we’re de-
signing. We’re still at prototype stage, but we already plan to
do all the machining in-house using a Haas UMC-750 uni-
versal machining centre.” In an industry where mistakes are
punished in the severest way, professional deep-sea divers are
trained to get the job done, but carefully. David Marzi and 
Ciro Caiazzo don’t take chances with the parts they make, or 
with the CNC machines they use to make them. 
Source: Haas
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Achieving engineering excellence

Developing into a good engineer is a lifelong 
venture. Engineers have created the world we
live in today. The industrial ages of mechani-
sation, electrification, and digitalisation are
the consequence of engineering excellence.
Each age has impacted the work environ-

ment and the skills required for success. With the advent of 
mechanisation, came factories and the nine-to-five work cul-
ture. Engineers designed, built and diagnosed the steam en-
gines, the cams and the pistons that mechanised all produc-
tion processes.

With mechanisation came rapid transportation systems by 
land and sea, enabling larger global trade. Electrification enabled

higher efficiency in operations making mass production possi-
ble with every factory tool being motorised and the creation of 
the modern production line. Engineers designed and built elec-
tricity generation, transmission, and distribution equipment 

Though the importance of engineering excellence has increased multifold in a fast-
changing modern world, some basics of engineering remain the same.

“Today, with the democratisation
of digitalisation offered by mobile
phones, engineers are building
cyber-intelligent systems, digitalise 
every conceivable decision through
algorithms.”

By Dr. Gopichand Katragadda, Chief Technology Officer, Tata Sons

INSIGHTINSIGHT
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that brought electricity to homes, factories and farms.
With digitalisation, the primary work location shifted 

from the factory to the office. Increasing level of automation 
and remote operation of factories allowed engineers to focus 
on electronic design and software implementation for factory 
and office automation. Today, with the democratisation of 
digitalisation offered by mobile phones, engineers are building 
cyber-intelligent systems, digitalise every conceivable decision
through algorithms.

Despite the rapidly changing environment, the underlying 
basis for engineering excellence endures. Broadly speaking, I 
group engineering excellence into three categories: 1) building 
a solid foundation, 2) developing an engineering mindset, and
3) focusing on execution.

Build a solid foundation
1. Strong fundamentals: When in doubt, always go to the 

fundamentals. Be it Newton’s Laws or the derivative Na-
vier Stokes Equation, Maxwell’s equations or the deriva-
tive static, diffusion or wave equations. It is important to
understand the physical meaning of mathematical expres-
sions and be able to hand calculate approximate values of 
variables for critical verification. It is also important to 
understand the limitations of numerical methods and de-
termine where experimentation is necessary.

2. Deep technical focus: Rome was not built in a day. It takes 
time and focused effort to develop engineering excellence.
Each new learning experience is just a door that opens up 
a myriad of unknowns. It is important to focus and de-
velop deep-rooted expertise in a single technical area for
a minimum of six years early in one’s career. It is also true
that once an expertise is developed, the ability to translate
the learning to other technical areas is relatively quicker
and easier. However, the credibility from the core technol-
ogy area sticks throughout one’s career and hence is ex-
tremely important.

3. Hands-on expertise: The best way to ‘see’ an engineered 
part is with your hands. There are a number of hurdles
to be overcome between a thought experiment or theory 
and actual realisation in the field. It is important to take 
every opportunity to experience the complete product life
cycle. Books cannot capture or substitute the lessons of 
hands-on learning. Speed in engineering comes from a gut 
instinct of what might work. This instinct is developed

through hands-on work.
4. Simulation expertise: Experimentation matters. With 

advances in simulation, the volumes of iterative physi-
cal experiments required have been dramatically reduced 
through the effective use of validated models. It is impor-
tant for modern-day engineers to effectively use simula-
tion tools and computational power at their disposal. At
the same time, it is important to understand and prevent 
numerical errors that creep in through a variety of sources.

5. Continuous learning: Once an engineer, always a student.
The accumulated knowledge in engineering is huge, but 
miniscule compared to the amount of unknown possi-
bilities in the physical world. An engineer excels by con-
tinuously striving to be at the edge of knowledge and 
scientific progress. It is the mapping of a new science or 
material to new market needs that advances the frontiers 
of engineering.

Develop an engineering mindset
1. Attention to detail: The devil is in the detail. Engineer-

ing is about figuring out the details. Many showstoppers
are not apparent at the big picture level. Manufacturing 
issues, cost issues, life issues, and ‘maintainability’ and ‘in-
spectability’ issues are amongst the many issues that need 
to be fleshed out. Solutions to problems can create new 
ones in their wake if regression analysis and testing are not 
performed. Engineering excellence, hence, is in the detail.

2. System-level thinking: ‘The whole is other than the sum
of its parts.’ From an engineering standpoint, it is impor’ -
tant to be able to define and model complex interactions 
among components that make up an engineered system, 
and implement the system with effective use of available
resources. While we work on a component, the system
should not be forgotten. In system engineering, the out-
put of a system is typically linked to a customer need.

3. Market and customer orientation: First understand what 
the market needs and then proceed to make it. Engineering is 
about serving the market. Every feature should be looked
at from a customer’s viewpoint. This does mean not just
listening to the customer. It also means anticipating the
customer need and changes in the market. It is impor-
tant to maintain an external connection through journals,
tradeshows, databases, industry peers, end-customers and 
emerging markets.

4. Innovation and change orientation: Innovation is find-dd
ing new ways of creating value. An engineer should keep 
abreast with the cutting edge technology, while serving 
the current market needs. Every new market need and 
customer problem can be looked at as opportunities to 
innovate, leveraging the latest knowledge in the field. In-
novation is clearly not only idea generation, but also the
ability to take the idea to market. Innovation needs the 
engineer to create with freedom, nurture with passion and 
change with detachment.

“It takes time and focused effort to develop engi-
neering excellence. Each new learning experience 
is just a door that opens up a myriad of unknowns. 
It is important to focus and develop deep-rooted 
expertise in a single technical area for a minimum 
of six years early in one’s career.”
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5. Engineering judgment: An ounce of engineering judg-gg
ment sometimes works the miracle of tonnes of analysis.
Engineering judgment comes from the confidence and
decision-making capability developed through technical
knowledge, experience and an appetite for risk-taking.
Engineering judgment enables the engineer to quickly 
sense and articulate risks, and also come up with optimal
solutions to complex technical problems. Engineering 
judgment is a starting point and needs to be followed by 
detailed analysis, experimentation and validation.

Focus on execution
1. Critical analysis: Measure twice and cut once. The ability 

to draw the right engineering conclusions from available
data includes understanding whether the data is insuffi-
cient to support a claim and what additional data would
enable a better conclusion. Also important to critical anal-
ysis is knowing which tool or experiment would give you
the best information required to make the right conclu-
sion and decision.

2. First time right and design margin: Quality is reputation, 
quality is credibility and quality is revenue. With products
such as aircraft engines and nuclear reactors in the portfo-
lio, there is no second chance. Being right at the first time
with adequate design margin is of paramount importance.
Having the right tests and statistically significant number
of tests to ensure confidence in our designs and testing our
designs for failure to understand the validity of our design 
margins is critical for success.

3. Detailed documentation and design practices: Work not 
documented is work not performed. Every engineering suc-
cess and every failure has a lesson that needs to be shared. 
Documenting is also a way to unlock certain missed de-
tails. By writing for others, you articulate certain assump-

tions, which upon expression might throw new light on 
the problem being addressed. Documenting your work 
is also a means of collaborating with yourself over time.
Design practices are vital to ensure design knowledge de-
veloped through intense analysis and experimentation is 
transferred to the engineering community.

4. Cost / productivity consciousness: One of the responsi-
bilities of an engineer is to take an idea to market. A signifi-
cant component of success in the market is to be able to 
give the best value. To ensure good contribution margins 
while providing excellent customer value, an organisation
has to have a handle on the cost and productivity. Hence, 
the engineer’s job is to also keep in mind the cost and pro-
ductivity while still optimising quality and schedule.

5. Sense of urgency and desire to win: Sometimes it is all 
about time-to-market. The engineering incentive is to be
the first with an elegant technical solution to significantly 
enhance human health or comfort in an environmentally 
friendly way. A sense of competitiveness and a race to be
the first have defined many engineering successes from the 
light bulb to the aircraft engine to decoding the human 
genome. 

INSIGHT

“Engineering is about serving the market. Every 
feature should be looked at from a customer’s 
viewpoint. This does mean not just listening 
to the customer. It also means anticipating the 
customer need and changes in the market. It is 
important to maintain an external connection 
through journals, tradeshows, databases, indus-
try peers, end-customers and emerging markets.”
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“I always believe that corporates should pursue 
CSR activities with the same zeal, commitment and
enthusiasm as they would do for achieving their 
business goals.”

CSR activities at Pune Plant

1. Social initiative for under-privileged by providing
financial support to education of under-privileged
students of Vidyashram School (English Medium)
under Silver Spring Foundation, Warje Malwadi, Pune,
a charitable trust, formed under Indian Trust Act, for a
social cause by payment of fees for 23 students who 
are socially under-privileged  & for books, stationery &
uniform.

2. For under-privileged girls at Tribal Girls Hostel,
Maharashtra Arogya Mandal (Public Charitable Trust), 
Ambegaon, Narudi, Near Pune, who are orphaned 
in Malin flood strategy.  As part of green initiative,
installed auto charge/ maintenance-free solar lamps
to give sufficient light during the night for safety of 
tribal girls. 

3. Installed solar lamps at Kinara Vridashram Matimanda 
Seva Trust for old age home at Ahirwade Phata,Village 
Kamshet, Near Pune, where young and old alike have 
been neglected by kith and kin, to give enough light 
during night hours.

Priyanka Behera, Head – CSR, RSB 
Group, believes that business is not 
about making money but about creating 
social values and doing public good.

Sharing
good fortune!

What is the fundamental principle that guides RSB
Group’s CSR activities?

We believe that true happiness comes when the good fortune
is shared with those who are not as fortunate as we are. There-
fore, Group has made CSR an essential fabric of business life
with humble endeavour to think not just from the heads, but
also from the heart. We believe business is not about making 
money, but creating social values and doing public good – an
obligation beyond the requirement of law to pursue long term
business goals that are good and bring about positive impact
to the society.  The RSB Group believes in conducting busi-
ness in ethical way and in the interests of wider community 
by responding proactively to emerging social priorities and ex-
pectations, a forward approach to act ahead of the regulatory 
confrontation and balance at all times the interests of stake-
holders. The Group has the earnest efforts to shape a brighter
future by contributing in efforts to under-privileged in rural.

Do you think it is important for corporates to pursue 
CSR activities with the same enthusiasm as they pursue 
their business goals? Why?

I always believe that corporates should pursue CSR activi-
ties with the same zeal, commitment and enthusiasm as they 
would do for achieving their business goals. As said earlier,
business of business is not about all making money, but, as 
social commitment and obligation, enhance and enrich lives
of those who are not so privileged as us. The joy of sharing and
bringing a smile is incomparable. With statutory enactment
coming into force since 2014 wherein two percent of average
PBT for preceding three years to be contributed to CSR, has
come as a big boost to down-trodden poor. It’s all how much
we care for community in a broader perspective. At RSB we
have been working for last more than two decades in various
community development projects as a social commitment, in
unspoken action and deeds.

By Niranjan Mudholkar
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CSR

How do you align your CSR activities with the Group’s 
Sustainability Strategy?

RSB pursues the triple imperatives of protecting the envi-
ronment, socio-economic upliftment and sustainable devel-
opmental models for growth while respecting government 
initiatives and commitment to employees, community and
stakeholders at large. RSB’s social responsibility philosophy 
is integral to its corporate strategy, and our employees are
guided to internalise the values RSB’s approach to environ-
mental challenges entails precautionary modelling of projects,
initiatives to ensure greater environmental responsibility and 
utilisation of environment friendly technologies.

Besides, all our plants are globally accredited and certified 
to ISO 14001 in Environment Management System and is
well integrated in CSR activities where project goes through
strict scrutiny of Aspect/Impact Analysis, Implementation, 
Monitoring/Measurement and ultimately effectiveness of the
same at planned intervals. Besides, our units at Jamshedpur,
Pune & Pant Nagar have won coveted Deming Prize for inte-
grating the EMS into every activity as a part of process.

You follow a structured path with the PDCA (Plan, Do, 
Check, Act) approach. How do you implement it?

Our every CSR Project goes through strict scrutiny of Dem-
ing’s PDCA Cycle, the guidelines and formats for which are
loaded in our intranet portal. RSB’s approach to CSR and Sus-
tainability Strategy goes in a structured manner centrally from
corporate aligning with Vision/Mission values and statutes 
promulgated in amended Company’s Act which mandates 
us for sustainable CSR practices. The structured path have 
PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) approach as an integral part
to ensure every activity and project is measured in terms of 
output and effectiveness is gauged post-output in a specified
time span to achieve the desired social impact. The RSB CSR 
Policy Document rolled out after approval from the Board of 
Directors is uploaded in RSB global website. The social impact
assessment has also been put in place in line with statutory 
requirements so as to touch the nucleus of CSR beneficiar-
ies. The monitoring and measurement at planned intervals is

CSR activities at Jamshedpur plant

1. Adopted a school for education of tribal children,
Dumaria, East Singhbhum having around 320 
students, where RSB, Jamshedpur, provides: 
a. Mid Day meal, b. Full meals to hostel inmates, 
c. School Uniforms, d. Winter wears & Carpets, 
e. Mosquito Nets, and f.ff Books & Stationery.

2. Green initiative at Surya Mandir - Develop and
continually maintain greenery, lawn, trees, bushes,
etc using bio-fertilizers with specific guidelines and
operational control procedures. Green carpeting 
evenly maintained with adequate water supply.  
Control insects, rodents and repellents through
organic pesticides. Adequate space for senior citizens. 
Garbage-free ambience with green disposal facility. 
Natural fall of leaves, branches and tree barks recycled 
for organic manure. Natural habitat for birds. 

3. Community based initiative – Home for Senior 
Citizens for pleasure in leisure during the evening of 
their life through – a. Indoor games, b. E-entertainment 
and amusement facilities, c. Chat Group, d. Greet-
Meet of senior citizen, e. Snacks during greet-meet, f.

Health check-up at planned intervals, g. Youth meeting 
seniors regularly to bridge the divide, h. “A home away 
from home” to have joyous togetherness, i. Regular 
interaction to listen to their experiences, j. Give quality 
life devoid of old age loneliness &  isolation, k. Books &
periodicals for reading & keep updated.

4. Tribal people upliftment by giving them adequate 

health care: In the villages of Bhagabandi and
Badalgoda of [Dumaria block], interior Jharkhand, RSB 
conducts free medical camps once a week where the 
company’s doctor & CSR representatives visit these 
places to provide free medical checkups, consultancy 
and medicines to the poor village folks.

5. Up-liftment of Under-privileged by providing them 
with sports facilities and opportunity to build/shape/
brighten/compete in sports in future - built entire 
basket ball court at St Xavier School, Jsr, for under-
privileged students to play during their PT and 
leisure time.
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continual to check for gaps and timely actions are taken to
ensure corrections are made with preventive measures to avoid
any recurrence.

How do you monitor, assess and measure the impact of 
these CSR activities?

Our CSR Team spread across pan India is guided with moni-
toring and measurement mechanisms/reports especially tailor-
made for each CSR Project with on-site assessment of effec-
tiveness of CSR work through monthly/bi-monthly visits and
ensure that it reaches the nucleus of CSR beneficiary. At RSB,

we believe that merely by completing the project, our respon-
sibility does not end there, but continues thereafter to ensure
that how far same is effective at the site. Our team directly 
interacts with under-privileged beneficiaries; taking their feed
back through photographs and video recording, correct the
gaps if any so as to get aligned in congruence with our plan.
For e.g. the solar lamps we have installed still undergoes on-
site assessment to see whether lamps are functioning properly 
and suffice the needs of under-privileged.

How do you involve and engage your employees in the
CSR activities? What is their attitude towards this?

We involve our colleagues on the lines of i-Volunteer, where
they participate in CSR activities with zeal and enthusiasm 
on their own – be it organising blood donation camps, cel-
ebrating their birth day or marriage anniversary at orphan-
age treating the inmates to meals, sponsoring the under-
privileged children for their education or health, giving relief 
materials to affected people in natural calamities, meet the 
senior citizens who are in the evening of their life through
greet-meets, donate used winter wears to  have-nots, etc. all 
of which are self-motivated drive of RSBians, who are known
for service to community by working in silence and only 
their deeds speak.  

CSR activities at Mania plant, Odisha

1. Community-based initiative for socially under-
privileged by providing education to below poverty
line rural children at Village Mania, Cuttack and
deep rural pockets of Odisha through establishment
of Padmabati Shiksha Niketan, an English Medium
School (on CBSE pattern) formed under Society Act 
for a social cause.

2. Health initiative for socially under-privileged tribal 
people through establishment of RSB Health Centre 
at Mania, deep rural Odisha (total of 8056 patients
treated per year), by providing: a. Free medical
assistance, b. Free medical consultation, c. Free
medicines, d. Free ambulance service, e. Mobile clinic 
for all emergency cases, f. 24/7 medical assistance, g.

Treatment at site where patients cannot reach clinic,
h. Reaching patients to nearby hospital for critical 
cases after giving emergency aids in mobile clinic 
(two ambulances kept), i. Every patient given Health 
History Card for proactive track of chronology of 
illness with vital health parameters recorded, j. Saving 
scores of lives with timely medical help, k. Cataract/
Medical camp for tribal folks, l. Surgical treatment in 
emergency cases, m. Blood camp and donate bottles
to Blood Bank to serve needy, n. Preventive health 
check-up of under-privileged students.

Lucknow - Noor Convent School, Village & Post - Goila,
around 50 km from Lucknow – provide:

1. Regular payment of monthly fees to under-privileged 
& BPL students totalling 26 nos, after verification of 
documented credentials.

2. Monitor/Check their improvement in academic
performance.

3. Interact with teachers/principal for their academic
improvement where gaps are noticed.

4. Interact with their parents how they work at home for
studies and take their feedback.

Pant Nagar - Up-liftment of under-privileged students of 
Sri Puran Singh Mohan Interschool, Kuwanrpur, Gola 
Par, Haldwani, Dist: Nainital by providing them with 
hygienic stainless steel lunch plates, water purifiers
and storage water tank for a comfortable study 
atmosphere.

Dharwad - Anganwadi for socially under-privileged tribal 
children of Heggeri Village, Near Dharwad, Belur, 
Karnataka. Provided –

1. Educational aids to imbibe basics in learning.
2. Utensils & plates for mid day meals.
Chennai - CSR  initiative for socially under-privileged

student-patients by providing financial support to carry 
out monthly physiotherapy treatment for differently-
abled of Vishwas Special School, Chennai under  ‘Col. 
K.G. Pandalai Charitable Trust’ as per Indian Trust Act, 
through paying Physiotherapist salary every month.

CSR activities at Lucknow, Pant Nagar, 
Dharwad & Chennai
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Pune Machine Tool Expo
concludes positively

Pune Machine Tool Expo, 2016 – Western In-
dia’s B2B exhibition, concluded on a positive 
note on October 2, 2016. With more than 
100 exhibitors, the machine tool exhibition at-
tracted around 7,400 visitors and 62 trade del-
egations from various industries such as auto 

component, automobiles, capital goods, defence, aerospace
and railways. Along with host city Pune, the event was visited
by impressive number of delegates and visitors from the Tier 
II and Tier III cities such as Aurangabad, Nagpur, Kolhapur, 
Mumbai, Satara, Ahmednagar, besides the neighbouring state 
of Gujarat.

Organised by the Indian Machine Tools Manufactures’
Association (IMTMA), the exhibition was held for four days 
from September 29 – October 2 2016 and served as a plat-
form to demonstrate the latest manufacturing technologies. 
The expo covered both metal cutting and metal forming tech-
nologies including automation and robotics, tooling systems, 
CAD/CAM and other technologies, which are essential for
today’s manufacturing.

Leaders speak
The exhibition was inaugurated by Nitin Chalke, Managing 
Director – India, Eaton Technologies. P. Ramadas, Vice Presi-
dent, IMTMA and Managing Director, Ace Manufacturing 
Systems Ltd, V. Anbu, Director General and CEO, IMTMA, 
Rajiv Khatri, Chairman, IMTMA Regional Council (West)
and Dr. Anant Sardeshmukh, Director General, Mahratta 
Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture were also 
present on the occasion.

Speaking at the inauguration, the chief guest, Chalke said,

Pune Machine Tool Expo was conducted at Auto Cluster during Sept 29-October 2,
2016. Read on to know more about the success story of the fair. 

“Exhibitions like these update us about the latest 
technologies and products that are available.
Machine tool industry should now look moving
towards Industry 4.0 and develop energy conserving
products that can reduce the consumption of energy
at the production level to minimize the cost.” 

Nitin Chalke, Managing Director – India, Eaton Technologies

View of the exhibition hall
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“Exhibitions like these update us about the latest technologies 
and products that are available. Machine tool industry should 
now look moving towards Industry 4.0 and develop energy 
conserving products that can reduce the consumption of en-
ergy at the production level to minimise the cost.” He also said 
that “Exhibitions like these play a crucial role in providing 
platform for information exchange.”

He thanked IMTMA for bringing the machine tool ex-
hibition to Pune. “Machine tool industry is important for 
the growth of the country and with the Indian government’s 
thrust on Make in India, it will continue to play a crucial role 
in future,” Chalke added.

Speaking about the need of such regional shows, Anbu 
said, “The expo addresses needs of the Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) of the various industry sectors in the 
Tier II and Tier III cities in the western region.” Adding to it, 
Ramadas noted, “The technological requirements of the man-
ufacturing industry are growing rapidly. Exhibitions like these 
are the key enablers to address these requirements. Pune also

hosts many auto, auto ancillary, heavy engineering, aerospace,
defence and other manufacturing industries. This Expo pro-
vided an apt platform to meet the requirements of industries
located in the region.”

The Pune Machine Tool Expo turned out to be fruitful for
both visitors as well as exhibitors and most of the exhibitors
were satisfied with the quality of the crowd and the business
opportunities that the exhibition provided them.

The success of Pune Machine Tool Expo has given fur-
ther impetus to the IMTMA’s idea of Regional Machine Tool
Expos – to address requirements of the OEMs of the various
industry sectors in the Tier II and Tier III cities in the various 
regions of India.

Conclusion
Pune Machine Tool Expo 2016 displayed state-of-the-art
technology solutions and innovations which are vital for the
manufacturing industry to keep itself up to date with quality,
productivity and competition. The Pune Machine Tool Expo
opened up avenues for penetrating into the regional markets
of western India giving immense opportunities for the various 
industry sectors in the region.

Continuing with the idea, the next Regional Machine
Tool Exhibition will be the second edition of Delhi Machine 
Tool Expo, which will be held from August 10-13, 2017 at
Pragati Maidan, before returning to Pune in 2018.

“The expo addresses needs of the Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) of the various industry sectors 
in the Tier II and Tier III cities in the western region” 

V. Anbu, Director General and CEO, IMTMA

“The technological requirements of the
manufacturing industry are growing rapidly.
Exhibitions like these are the key enablers to address
these requirements. Pune also hosts many auto, auto
ancillary, heavy engineering, aerospace, defence
and other manufacturing industries. This Expo
provided an apt platform to meet the requirements of 
industries located in the region.” 

P. Ramadas, Vice President, IMTMA and Managing Director, Ace

Manufacturing Systems Ltd
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Bigger…Better…Broader…

Agathering of the global plastics industry underAAone roof. That’s how we can describe PlastiviAA -
sion India 2017, one of the largest trade fairs AAfor the plastics industry in India. It is organisedAAby The All India Plastics Manufacturers’ AssoAA -
ciation (AIPMA). As many as 1,500 exhibitors AA

are expected to showcase their products and solutions for five 
days from January 19-23, 2017. With this massive number of 
exhibitors, we exactly get an idea about scale of the show. No 
wonder that it has emerged as one of the top five trade fairs for
the plastics industry in the world. 

The 10th edition of Plastivision India is going to be held 
at Bombay Exhibition Centre. “Mumbai is considered as Plas-

tics Hub of the Western India. Moreover, it is globally as well
domestically well-connected city. Hence, it turns out to be the
right venue for the upcoming edition of the show,” informed
Kailash B. Murarka, Chairman, Plastivision India 2017.

The event is supported by numerous national and inter-

Plastivision india 2017 is just around the corner and with every inch of exhibition
area sol d out one year in advance, the organisers are bracing themselves for 
making it really big and expecting 2 lakh visitors. Kailash B. Murarka, chairman, 
Plastivision India 2017 talks about the event, its highlights and new challenges.
Read on to know more…
By Swati Deshpande

“Mumbai is considered as Plastics Hub of the Western
India. Moreover, it is globally as well domestically
well-connected city. Hence, it turns out to be the
right venue for the upcoming edition of the show,” 
Kailash B. Murarka, Chairman, Plastivision India 2017
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national institutes including British Plastics Federation, IPF
Japan, Sharjah Chamber of Commerce & Industry, India 
China Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Association of 
Japan Plastics Machinery, TAGMA India, Indian Plastics In-
stitute, NSIC, CIPET, FIEO, Indian Institute of Packaging,
PLEXCONCIL, PlastIndia Foundation, TAMI, Italian Plas-
tics & Rubber Processing Machinery & Moulds Manufactur-
ers’ Association, Indo-Italian Chamber of Commerce & In-
dustry. “NSIC’s support has come as a boon for SME and
MSME sector as it offers subsidies over the participation in 
the show. Therefore, you will see substantial participation
from these sectors as well,” said Murarka. Plastivision India is
also approved by UFI (the international Paris-based exhibition
rating agency).

Response from the industry
The exhibitors at the show come from different segments.
Right from the raw material & chemical suppliers to pre &
post processing machines manufacturers, mould & dies, pack-
aging lines, automation solution providers are in the exhibi-
tors list. Having such an elaborate exhibitor segments are well
categorised into pavilions. “Our pavilions are thoughtfully 
created. We have pavilions where similar kind of businesses 
will be located together such as Automation & Robotics,
Plastics in Infrastructure, Green Pavilion, etc. However, the 
unique pavilions that we have created are Consultant Clinic
and Job & Career Fair. The Consultant Clinic will offer an 
enthusiast complete guidance — from conceptualisation up 
to beginning of production — of setting up a plastic related 

enterprise. On the other hand, Job & Career Fair is a perfect
match making place that is aimed at bridging the human tal-
ent gap,” mentioned Murarka.

Other than these specialised pavilions, Plastivision India 
2017 will have country pavilions from China, Taiwan, UK,
Korea, Germany, Italy, USA and Turkey. “As compared to
the last edition, you will see bigger German pavilion in terms
of floor size while Chinese pavilion will occupy 500 percent 
more space. That is considerable increase in size of the pa-
vilions,” stated Raju D. Desai, Chairman-National Advisory 
Board, Plastivision 2017. Adding further, Murarka said that in
all, exhibitors are coming from 25 countries. “Such an exten-
sive international participation creates new opportunities for
exhibitors as well as visitors,” he continued.

Moreover, exhibitors coming from width and breadth of 
the global industry reinforce the faith that they have in AIM-
PA as an organiser. “The space for the exhibition was sold out
a year before the show. Exhibitors look forward for this event,
keep their budgets and participate wholeheartedly. Many of   
exhibitors had booked their space in last edition of the show 
itself. And, we are still receiving enquiries and trying to ac-
commodate as many exhibitors as we can by erecting tempo-
rary hanger ,” ensured Murarka.

Broadening horizons
Plastic is one of the industries that holds immense growth
in the future. And with support from government through
‘Make in India’, the industry can achieve a lot. Speaking on 
the market scenario, Muraraka said “A decade back, the mar-
ket was estimated to be at 20 million metric tonnes by 2020.
However, we have crossed this mark well in advance in 2016.
This talks a lot about the potential and growth rate of the plas-
tics industry. Through Plastivision India, AIPMA is offering a 
platform for the industry to make the most of it.”

Additionally, plastic is a magical material that finds
its application in variety of industries. “Therefore, we are
targeting to take this show to all these user industries such
as infrastructure, automotive, packaging, agriculture, etc. In 
order to spread the awareness on the show in varied sectors, 
we are conducting road shows in approximately 50 industrial
hubs in the country. We also have invited government bod-
ies and research & development agencies to visit the show,”
explained Murarka.

To summarise…
A trade fair is normally looked upon as a networking platform.
However, Plastivision India 2017 has gone beyond the tradi-
tional recognition of the exhibition. Along with live demon-
strations of the machines, the show will offer ideal networking 
platform for B2B meetings. Also, it is a perfect matchmaker 
for businesses which are looking for exports, agents, dealers,
etc. The new pavilions will showcase the expanded use of plas-
tics. In other words, this show is going to be bigger, better and 
broader in all respect compared to its earlier editions! 

“As compared to the last edition, you will see bigger 
German pavilion in terms of floor size while Chinese 
pavilion will occupy 500 percent more space. That is
considerable increase in size of the pavilions.”

Raju D. Desai, Chairman-National Advisory Board, Plastivision 2017 
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The S121 from STUDER is a universal internal cylindri-
cal grinding machine for medium-sized workpieces in 

individual and small batch production. Equipped with the ad-
vanced technology of its sister machines S131, S141 and S151,
this series model has been limited to the essential equipment.
A striking example is the spindle turret, which swivels through
180° to a stop and is equipped with two grinding spindles. Al-
ternatively a fixed spindle is possible. With the S121 STUD-
ER has thus created a tailor-made machine for internal, sur-
face and external grinding of chuck components, which offers
exceptional value for money. While 
a T-slide arrangement or the use of 
maximum two tools guarantees the
attractive price, the manufacturer has
made no compromises in terms of the
advanced technologies used. This is 
evident in the StuderGuide guideway 
system for the X- and Z-axis, which
guarantees high geometrical travers-
ing and guidance accuracy through 
the entire speed range, together with 
high load capacity and cushioning lev-
els. At the same time the combination
of StuderGuide, linear motors and direct measuring systems 
guarantee exceptional interpolation accuracies.

Although the smallest machine in the universal series in 
terms of space requirement, larger diameters can be machined
on the S121 than on an S131. This makes it a high-perfor-
mance machine with an impressively compact design and ex-
cellent ergonomics. STUDER’s offering of high performance 
in a small footprint with the customised S121 is evident in the 

swing diameter over the table of 400 mm and the maximum 
workpiece length of 300 mm, with a maximum grinding 
length of 175 mm for internal and 100 mm for external diam-
eters. This large range of workpiece dimensions is made pos-
sible by optimal arrangement of the ma-chine components.

Tailored to the perfect size
The configuration of the S121 as a tailor-made machine is
above all made possible by the fact that the machine can be
equipped with a fixed spindle or a spindle turret with two 
spin-dles. When using a spindle turret, the turret swivels hy-
draulically through 180° to a stop, and one spindle can be
fitted with an external grinding wheel. However, STUDER 
also implements the “tailor-made” principle through a work-
head with manual cylindricity correction, which is adjustably 
mounted on the workpiece table, and a high-resolution C-axis
with direct measuring system, which is ideally suited for form 
and thread grinding. The machine concept always allows op-
timum accessibility for the operator, whether for workpiece
changeover, dressing or changing the grinding wheel.

The S121 is a universal internal cylindrical grinding ma-
chine, which is designed for the production of high-precision
parts. The basis for this precision is the machine bed compris-
ing of Granitan S103 which, with its excellent cushioning and 
thermal behaviour, ensures outstanding surface quality of the 
ground components. The excellent cushioning behaviour also
extends the service life of the grinding wheel, which in turn
reduces auxiliary times. As the machine bed largely equalizes

temporary temperature fluctuations, a 
high dimensional stability is ensured 
throughout the machining time. The 
modules of the S121 are ideally suited
to each other and produced with the
customary STUDER precision. The 
large distance between the guideways 
and the very rigidly constructed slides
are further cornerstones for the preci-
sion and productivity of this machine. 
Simple, reliable programming and ef-ff
ficient operation of the S121 is guar-
anteed by the StuderWIN software. 

The possibility of fully integrating the in-process gauging and 
sensor technology for process monitoring as well as contact de-
tection and automatic balancing systems in the control enable 
standardized programming of the different systems. The drive 
elements are optimally adapted to the control. The S121 is
tailor-made for a large range of internal grinding applications.
Numerous applications are in the production of machine tools,
drive elements as well as in the aircraft and die industries.

Minimised to the max

STUDER offers range of grinding machines. Read on about the company’s S121, a 
universal internal cylindrical grinding machine.

STUDER’s offering of high performance 
in a small footprint with the custom-
ised S121 is evident in the swing di-
ameter over the table of 400 mm and 
the maximum workpiece length of 
300 mm, with a maximum grinding 
length of 175 mm for internal and 100 
mm for external diameters. 
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LVD Company nv has introduced a new range of LLpress brakes to its bending product line. PPED SeL -
ries hydraulic press brakes feature a multi-axis backgauge,
CNC V-axis crowning system, and a 15” version of 
LVD’s TOUCH-B graphical icon-driven CNC control-
ler. Combined, these machine features provide users with 
greater flexibility and enhanced capability for a variety 
of bending applications. A cost-efficient design married 
with LVD precision and reliability delivers true applica-
tion flexibility. Easy to use, PPED Series press brakes
are ideal for a wide range of bending jobs. Their rigid
construction and servo-controlled hydraulic system
ensure consistent bending results no matter the ap-
plication. The PPED has 3 models (PPED-4, PPED
5 and PPED-7) with either 2 (X, R) or 4 (X, R, Z1, 
Z2) standard backgauge axes. A multi-axis backgauge
makes the PPED highly versatile and reduces machine 
setup time across simple to complex bending jobs. The
multi-axis backgauge combined with LVD’s TOUCH-
B control makes higher productivity possible. With the same
core functionality of the full-featured TOUCH-B control,
this user-friendly touch screen CNC control minimizes op-
erator input and makes part programming easy and intuitive. 
With minimal input, the operator can create designs in 2D 
and simulate in 3D on the 15” touch screen. Dimensions are 
simply keyed into the controller or the part program is recalled
from storage. As a new feature for PPED machines, users can
also work with standard and custom parametric programs to 

offer rapid programming. TOUCH-B works with the central-
ised database and is compatible with CADMAN-JOB and
CADMAN-B.

The PPED is a versatile and capable machine, able to ad-
dress a broad range of bending requirements. The PPED is
available in different models from 50 to 320 metric tons, bend
lengths from 2000 to 4000 mm.

For more information, e-mail: slcs@lvd.be
Website: www.lvdgroup.com.

New PPED series press brakes from LVD

igus has expanded its range of Ethernet cables for use in en-
ergy chains and now offers 27 cables at seven price points. In

situations where cables are fitted in static installations, com-
monly used Ethernet cables get the job done. But the service
life of these cables is severely restricted when used in moving 
applications. The bus cables igus, are optimised for movement 
to provide the best possible transmission properties. The ca-
bles for linear movements are stranded with optimised strands 
and are available in six different jacket materials (from PVC to
TPE), depending on the quality required. For cables from the
CFROBOT product range, the components within the cable 
are guided loosely so that the cable can move safely when the
wires and shielding twist together and apart. To demonstrate
that these special designs and materials prove themselves in
real-world applications, igus inspects all cables at its 2,750 sq
mtr in-house test laboratory by conducting more than two bil-
lion test cycles per year. Aside from electrical resistance values,
which are determined using the specially designed AutΩMeS
system from igus, these test sequences are also used to con-
tinuously monitor Ethernet-relevant values.

Ethernet cables for moving applications

For more information, e-mail : sreejith@igus.in
Website: www.igus.in
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SCHUNK has expanded its range of modular system for
stationary workholding with compact, universal media 

transfer module SCHUNK VERO-S MDN. It can be used
to put pneumatic, hydraulic or vacuum components on 
VERO-S NSL plus clamping stations into operation within 
seconds via plug & work. In automated machine loading 
the interplay of the quick-change pallet system and media 
transfer module enables fast and reliable change of different
clamping devices. Alternatively, the module can be used to 
supply components for automated monitoring or cleaning.

The media transfer can be flexibly combined with new 
or existing SCHUNK VERO-S NSL clamping stations, 
which eliminates expensive and complex isolated or special
solutions. It can be mounted either from above or below.
The module is equipped with two independently con-
trollable fluid feed-through, and is designed for a system 
pressure of up to 250 bar. Like all components from the
SCHUNK VERO-S modular system, the decisive piece of 
the puzzle for more efficiency in production, the stainless
media transfer module features a robust and durable design. 
Low-maintenance, specially sealed couplings ensure process-
reliable change and operation. The module is controlled either 
on the base via channel bores in the clamping station or on
the side via hose lines. If necessary, two SCHUNK VERO-S
MDN media transfer modules can be combined to create a 
fourfold media interface. With a height of 39 mm it is exactly 

adapted for integration in the SCHUNK VERO-S NSE plus
quick-change pallet system.

For more information, 
call : 080-40538999,
email: info@in.schunk.com
web: www.in.schunk.com

Universal plug & work media transfer module

Powered by the Stratasys signature 
FDM (Fused Deposition Mod-

eling) technology, the Fortus 450mc 
3D Production System is a smart
solution for companies involved in
producing jigs, fixtures, factory tool-
ing and production parts, as well as 
functional prototypes that require
heavy testing. The system provides
four choices in layer thickness, al-
lowing operators to create a mix of 
strength and detail in their 3D prints.

Users of the Fortus 450mc sys-
tem can choose among nine ther-
moplastics ranging from standard
applications, such as snap fit test,
assembly test, to engineering or
high-performance applications,
including customised tooling,
fixtures on factory floor and also
low-volume end-use parts for pilot
production processes in mass-production industries, there-

by reducing product development cost
and time. Through a more streamlined
and efficient manufacturing operation 
workflow, manufacturers will experi-
ence shortened time-to-market while
minimising design error. In bridge-
to-production phases, having a Fortus
450mc would allow teams to create vi-
able products while full-scale tools and
production processes are being created,
finalised or somewhere in between.

In addition, the Fortus 450mc sys-
tem is ideal for businesses centered on
low-volume production of highly cus-
tomised products as minimum quantity 
is not required in 3D printing. Manu-
facturers would not have to worry about
part complexity adding time or extra 
cost. Spare part costs, re-tooling cost for
end-of-life products can be 3D printed
on demand, saving manufacturers mas-

sive cost in production and/or related costs.

Production. Without the Line.






